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Introduction
The “Waterproofing Solutions” binder presents our company as well as its waterproofing solutions systems. Aside from its informative 3
content, it also acts as a practical tool, all the more so that it contains two devices which provide further mobile assistance wherever
you are: a USB plug that contains our complete set of technical literature along with “Soprascope Pocket”, a practical solution guide
which will assist you and bring answers to any questions that may be raised on your construction site.
This binder is, of course, nought but a fraction of all the advice and assistance that our technical team here at SOPREMA can provide
specifically for your case. Also available to you are our practical training sessions which we plan regularly, as well as our technical
“library” you may consult at any time. At SOPREMA our philosophy is to support our clients’ projects from start to completion and
“Waterproofing solutions” is yet another example of our dedication.
Do not hesitate to contact our technical team for any questions or queries you may have.

Contact us at:
SOPREMA Export
14, rue de Saint Nazaire
BP 60121 – 67025 STRASBOURG CEDEX 1
Phone: + 33 (0) 3 88 79 84 84
E-mail: export@soprema.com
Web site : www.soprema.com
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SOPREMA, a success story
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SOPREMA was created in 1908 as an independent
family group by Charles Geisen whose great‑grandson,
Pierre-Etienne Bindschedler, is now at the head of
the company. Today we are rolling out millions of square
metres of waterproofing, insulating and roofing material.
As a result, SOPREMA claims a world-leading position in
the design and manufacture of waterproofing solutions as
well as roofing materials, sound and thermal insulation.

Innovation as our driving force
We owe our worldwide success to our commitment to
quality and innovation. Our company has a century‑old
tradition of promoting new and bold ideas which permeate
through all aspects of our company - from people,
operations and sales, to research and development
as well as sustainability. Over the years we have also
succeeded in retaining our human dimension: a must for
flexibility, creativity and service quality.
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TGV line- FRANCE

built on innovation.
“New generation” products
SOPREMA creates and develops reliable, innovative and efficient products
in response to the demands of the marketplace which are evermore turned
towards sustainability. Liquid waterproofing, made with natural fibres, and
solvent-free products, are some examples of technology that complies with
HEQ criteria (French standards to promote sustainable processes), while
ensuring ease of use.

We, at SOPREMA, have recently launched our own range of
environmentally‑friendly products which are easily identifiable by the Ginko
leaf marking they bear.

The strength of experience
With a century of experience in the manufacture and development of waterproofing systems, SOPREMA offers efficient solutions
made from elastomeric/plastomeric bitumen, waterproofing resins, synthetic membranes. These innovative, reliable products meet the
fast‑evolving needs of the construction industry and assist you in the most challenging situations.
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Present on a local scale
At an early stage, SOPREMA chose to expand its
sales internationally, beginning with the neighbouring
countries followed later on by North America. We strive
to maintain a local presence, be it through our many
subsidiaries or through our trustworthy distributors
most of with whom we share historical ties.

Export Department
From manufacturing to shipping,
we’ve got it covered!
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Our products are manufactured within sixteen production
sites on 4 continents. This allows us to constantly meet
our clients’ needs, wherever they may be .
Since 1914, we have perfected our exporting and
international product handling services. Our exporting
team can count on reliable forwarding companies to
ensure that our products always reach their destination
in the best conditions.
In 1997, SOPREMA was awarded the ISO 14001
certificate, testifying of our ever-innovating rule of
conduct in terms of environmental handling as well
as product and site quality (ISO 9001). At SOPREMA,
we guarantee the safe transit of our products from
production line to shipping, all over the world.
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Olympic stadium - CHINA

Training adapted to each country’s specificities
Our philosophy is to guide our clients all throughout their projects. Indeed, our technical team provides training that is adapted not only
to the specific needs in different countries, but also to those of our clients as well as to the type of project.
At any stage of your projects, our technical trainers are at your service to advice you in the best way regarding our products; even
coming on your construction site* is a possibility.

at your service!
Reassuring technical support

Bridge on a highway - FRANCE

The technical team at SOPREMA offers constant and
reliable technical advice. Our consulting office studies the
specificities of each project and works closely with our
project managers in order to provide tailored solutions and
advise the best-suited products.
The “Solution data sheets” included in this binder,
was elaborated by our technical department. It takes the
specificities of each country and its geographical conditions
into account.

Strong guarantees backed by an insurance partnership
At SOPREMA we do more than just insure our products. For years we have been working with AXA, a renowned insurance company,
which insures not only our products but also our waterproofing systems for at least 10 years. The reliability of a product and its guaranty
of the system’s long-term functionality is a decisive element for any general contractor and this is why we propose three levels of
exclusive product insurance for total peace of mind.
We are entirely confident of the quality and the long life of our products. We take pride in offering our clients reliable waterproofing
systems which last far longer than required by interntional standards.

SOPREMA, we’ve got you covered!

* Depending on the type of contract.
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SOPREMA at your service:
If you have any queries or would like to discuss a project,
feel free to call us!
Export department

14 rue de Saint-Nazaire - BP 60121
67025 STRASBOURG Cedex 1 - France
Phone: +33 (0)3 88 79 84 84 - Fax: +33 (0)3 88 79 84 85
E-mail: export@soprema.com - www.soprema.com

SOPREMA S.A.S. with capital of € 51,550,000. Reg. office: 14 rue de Saint-Nazaire - BP 60121 - 67025 STRASBOURG Cedex 1. Reg.: 485 196 877 - FRANCE

Export Department DC-10/067_EN New

Phone: +33 (0)3 88 79 84 84
export@soprema.com

SOPREMA reserves the right to modify the composition and conditions of use of its materials and therefore their prices at all times, as knowledge and techniques develop. As a result, orders shall only be accepted on the terms and technical
specifications applicable on the date of receipt of the order.
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We‘ve got you covered.

Guarantee
Quality
Insurance

Quality
Guarantee
Insurance

Assured
SOPREMA ENSURES SUPREME
PROTECTION FOR BUILDINGS
Independent - Specialist - Innovative
The SOPREMA Group has more than 100 years of experience in the
development and production of waterproofing systems. Today, our program
includes a large number of innovative bitumen-based products, liquid resins
as well as high-polymeric waterproofing systems.
Manufacturing products that not only meet your current expectations but
also those of future generations, is a challenge we are already taking up. Our
experience and our know-how are dedicated to serving architects, roofers,
main-contractors and of course investors and owners. We offer you the
optimum system for all structural requirements, also taking environmental
considerations into account.
Our objective is to provide long lasting waterproofing solutions that protect
any construction. Our commitment is to grant comprehensive guarantees
extending usual warranties.

SOPREMA lifetime expectancy
When it comes to guarantee matters, convinced about the durability and the
quality of our systems we know that producing over usual technical standards
will be recognized by professionals.
A life expectancy of 20 years is nothing unusual for a SOPREMA waterproofing
system.

SOPREMA standard guarantee

10 years – SOPREMA standard guarantee
5 years – conventional standard guarantee

Conventional standard guarantee

Value

LIFETIME EXPECTANCY

System in accordance with
usual standard
requirements
SOPREMA basic system
SOPREMA premium system
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10

15

20

Lifetime

insurance
WELL INSURED WITH SOPREMA
3

SOPREMA INSURANCE



- For selected premium systems manufactured by SOPREMA
- You are entitled to insurance-cover for labour and materials 		
without complicated process to determine responsibility
- The transferable building-related insurance delivers added
value for the property
- Insurance period: 10 years
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SOPREMA SYSTEM GUARANTEE
-

1

The SOPREMA
3-step model
Long
term,
failurefree
functionality
of
all the elements of a
waterproofing
system,
should be your main
concern. This is why
SOPREMA
grants
its
support with a 3-step
model, built on solid
foundations
for
total
insurance.



For high-quality SOPREMA systems and integrated products
Guarantees the products and the functionality of the SOPREMA systems
Guarantees the compatibility of integrated products
Guarantee period: 10 years with optional extensions

SOPREMA PRODUCT LIABILITY



- For all products manufactured or distributed by SOPREMA
- Guarantees the product and the technical specification works of SOPREMA
- Liability period: 10 years as standard

THE FOUNDATIONS
- First-class products, systems and services
SOPREMA high-quality products and systems, manufactured using ISO-certified production processes,
are the foundations and, of course, are backed by continuously improved quality management,
experience, expertise and extensive services.
- Our insurance partner: AXA
To underwrite its guarantee solutions, the SOPREMA Group has sourced a capable and reliable partner
in AXA, Europe’s second largest insurance group. This collaboration has been existing for more than
25 years and provides you with a long lasting guarantee and insurance protection, independent of the
manufacturer and the contractor.

SOPREMA insurance for clients - a brief
explanation
What is the principle of this insurance?
It is the whole waterproofing on the building that is insured. If the
property is sold, the new owner will benefit from the insurance.
Therefore, the insurance policy, enhances the value of the
property. Loss adjustment is independent of blame, i.e. there is
no protracted search for the responsible party or the need for
advance financing in the event of a claim.

Soprema
Facts
When was this insurance introduced?
25 years ago.

Who are the parties to the insurance contract?
SOPREMA SAS, F-67025 Strasbourg Cedex and AXA Corporate
SOLUTIONS ASSURANCE, F-75009 Paris – or via the local AXA
partner.

What does this insurance cover?
For a period of 10 years, starting from technical acceptance by
SOPREMA, the insurance covers the repair costs -products and
labour- for the insured waterproofing work.

For further information
please
contact
your
SOPREMA partner, who
will provide a complete
set of documentation,
including
a
specimen
policy,
terms
and
conditions of insurance
and the required system
confirmation.
Please contact us. We
would be pleased to
arrange a meeting with
one of our advisers.

What happens in the event of a claim?
The holder of the insurance certificate reports the claim to
SOPREMA. The claim is forwarded to expert loss adjusters within
24 hours and an expert will contact the client within 72 hours. The
insurance company settles the claim irrespective of blame.
Where can I have my property insured?
Anywhere in the world.

BUILDING WITH SOPREMA.
BUILDING WITH SECURITY.
SOPREMA SAS, 14 rue de Saint-Nazaire - BP 60121, 67025 STRASBOURG
Tél. : +335(0)3 88 79 84 84 - Fax : +33(0)3 88 79 84 85 www.soprema.com - export@soprema.com

Nouvelle documentation DC_10/016_EN

Cert no. BV-COC-858659

General information

General information

10 good reasons to specify
SOPREMA membranes
1 Superior performances

6 Minimum maintenance

SOPREMA standard polymer modified bitumen membranes
are elastic, or plastic, ensuring full recovery - from stress
down to -20°C, without cracking - as well as high temperature
resistance.

2 Resistance to ageing

SOPREMA’s self-protected cap sheets completed with slate
chippings, require only yearly inspection, as well as occasional
maintenance for a theoretical service life of 30 years!
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SOPREMA uses carefully blended bitumen which is not
prematurely aged by oxidation even in extreme conditions.
A proof of its reliability.

3 No skimping on polymers

SOPREMA products have been used across the
world for more than 100 years from northern Canada
to the heat of Arabia and tropical areas. On roofs,
roof gardens, basements, reservoirs and bridges.
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The percentage of polymers in bitumen is critical,
so SOPREMA blends the optimum polymeric
content for performance, workability and quality.
Users should avoid using membranes with a low polymeric content
when they do not meet any British, French or European standards.

4 Easier to install
The “FLAM” range provides a thermofusible film to
improve bonding if blow-torching techniques are used.
Thanks to the SOPREMA torch-kit, the roofer can work
standing up. Application options include pour and roll,
mechanically fixed, hot air or self-adhesive. Select the
right method or combination of methods for your job.

5 Aesthetic appeal
Cap sheets protected with slate chippings are available in 8
finishes + Copper, Aluminium and Stainless steel. SOPREMA
roofs blend in with thee surrounding architectural design.

International experience

Service
With the SOPREMA marketing, technical and distribution
facilities, assistance is readily available to specifiers and contractors.
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Fully insured
SOPREMA’s waterproofing membranes benefit from
extensive guarantees provided by Europe’s largest insurance
companies to bring you peace of mind wherever you are.

10 Approved contractor network
Roofing contractors are closely evaluated before being authorised
to offer insured guarantees; close partnership is maintained
with Approved Contractors to ensure the highest standards

14 rue de Saint-Nazaire - BP 60121
67025 strasbourg Cedex 1 - FRANCE
Phone : +33 (0)3 88 79 84 84 - Fax : +33 (0)3 88 79 84 85
export@soprema.com - www.soprema.com

Export Department DC-10/061-EN New

International Certifications

SOPREMA SAS with a capital of 51 550 000 €. Headquarters: 14 rue de Saint-Nazaire - BP 60121 - 67025 STRASBOURG Cedex 1. RCS: 485 196 877.
SOPREMA reserves the right, according to the evolution of its knowledge and techniques, to modily the composition and the utilization conditions of its materials and consequently their prices, without prior notice. Therefore, all orders will be
accepted only in accordance with the conditions and technical specifications in force on the day the order is received.
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waterproofing from A to Z: glossary

Made available to you by SOPREMA is a glossary of the main technical terms used in the waterproofing
field of activity.

A
Access ways to roof
machinery

Certain roofs must be equipped with access ways due to frequent machinery upkeep controls
(elevator machinery, solar panels, etc.). As a result, the waterproofing system must be reinforced
with membranes designed to resist puncturing due to the risk of impact from falling objects. The
reinforcement must thereby receive additional protective layers or mineral-based self-protection.
The general contractor must be free to choose the best-suited type of protection.

Adhesiveness

The waterproofing membrane must be laid jointly onto the concrete substrate or onto the
insulation; the adhesive process requires that the substrate be extremely stable and the overcoat
sufficiently elastic. The STICK range and Soprasolin also fit in this category.

APP

Bitumen takes on a plastic form when certain polymers such as APP (Atactic-polypropylene)
polymers are added to it. APP enhances the stability of bitumen binders.

C
Chemical separating
fleece (also known as
2 chemical separating
layer)

The purpose of this product is to prevent chemical contact between the membranes and other
incompatible materials. It is generally composed of either:
• 100 g/m² of glass screed
• Non-woven geotextile composed of at least 200 g/m² of polyester or polypropylene. For
example, XPS or EPS are not compatible with PVC-based materials. Failure to use a protective
layer may result in the deplastification of the membrane.

Cold-applied bitumen

This liquid bitumen primer is indispensable to the preparation of certain waterproofing supports.
Several varieties are available in order to meet the specificities of each procedure: welding, selfadhesion…

Cold bonding

Bonding formula made with bitumen and solvents, with charges and adhesive agents enabling
both insulating panels and waterproofing membranes to be used in warm or cold temperatures.
The new range of highly-effective bonding formula contains polyurethane resin.

Composite
(reinforcement)

A reinforcement layer made from polyester and completed by a secondary component. Main
characteristics: to increase stability and puncture resistance.

D
Double layer

The most commonly used system for waterproofing bituminous coats. It can be used for all types
of roof work, slopes or flat. The first one must be laid directly onto the support; the second layer
must then be sealed onto the first by a torch-on process.

Drainage layer

(Regarding green roofs) A drainage layer allows water to circulate properly under the soil or the
substrate; this system is composed of either molded polystyrene plates, expanded clay pellets or a
layer of gravel.
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E
Elastomer

Elastomer enhances the elasticity power of bitumen-based membranes. See SBS elastomeric
bitumen

F
Fire (classification)

Waterproofing systems must comply with the fire regulations that correspond to the building
category (public buildings, residences, warehouses…) to which they pertain.
The requirements vary depending on the reactivity of these materials towards fire and their
resistance to its spreading.
In compliance with European standards, CE-approved systems must pass new fire safety tests as
per the EN 13501-5 Broof.

The F.I.T. classification

Created by the French Scientific and Technical Center for Building (CSTB) and the French
Waterproofing Trade Association (Chambre Syndicale Française de l’Étanchéité), the F.I.T.
classification allows waterproofing systems with Technical Approvals (except mechanically-fastened
waterproofing system) to be classified according to 3 criteria in relation to their level of performance:
3

F for Fatigue
I for Indentation (puncture)
T for Temperature
F: Fatigue resistance (resistance to substrate movement). It is performed on a membrane before
and after an ageing test at different temperatures ranging between 0 and -20°C at a given
amplitude consisting of 500 cycles for unaged membranes and 200 cycles for aged membranes.
For SOPREMA systems: minimum 3, maximum 5.
F Classification
(numerical index)

Initial width of joint
(mm)

Amplitude of joint
slip (mm)

Test temperature

F1

1

-0.5 to +0.5

+20°C

F2

1

-0.5 to +0.5

0°C

F3

2

-1 to +1

0°C

F4

2

-1 to +1

-10°C

F5

2

-1 to +1

-20°C
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F
F.I.T. classification

I: Indentation resistance (puncture) is based on two tests:
For SOPREMA systems: minimum 2, maximum 5.
-

-

static puncturing: resistance to a permanent load. (L subclass)
L subclass (numerical index)

Load (kg)

L1

<7

L2

7 ≤ Obtained load < 15

L3

15 ≤ Obtained load < 25

L4
≥ 25
dynamic puncturing: resistance todynamic puncture loads. (D subclass)
D subclass (numerical index)

Impact energy (J/cm²)

D1

< 10

D2

10 ≤ Calculated energy < 20

D3

≥ 20

4

-

combination of subclasses L and D
I classification
(numerical index)

L/D subclass (numerical index)

I1

L1

D2

I2

L2

D2

I3

L3

D2

I4

L4

D2

I5

L4

D3

T: Temperature resistance (stability), slippage resistance under the effect of temperature
For SOPREMA systems: minimum 1, maximum 4.
T classification
(numerical index)

Slippage amplitude (mm)

Test temperature

T1

>2

+60°C

T2

<2

+60°C

T3

<2

+80°C

T4

<2

+90°C

For example, the FIT classification of the A1 system data sheet will thereby appear as:
Performance: F5 I5 T4.
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G
Intensive green roofs

Intensive green roof: waterproof terrace covered with a layer of humus and an intensive type of
vegetation. Do not mistake with semi-intensive or extensive green roofs combining waterproofing
and SOPRANATURE® extensive vegetation.
Choosing the right membrane containing anti-root properties in its bitumen is essential to achieve
an efficient watertight system. The most trustworthy anti-root test procedure are the F.L.L tests, also
per the EN 13948 standard.

H
Hot-applied bitumen

Bitumen coating obtained by heating up bitumen blocks in order to obtain a hot glue substance
which is ideal for bonding waterproofing layers inside a melter. Due to the the risk of leaving stains
as well as the complexity of the installation, we strongly recommend welding, cold bonding or the
use of a self‑adhesive system instead.

I
Independent
(installation)

The risks linked to the instability of certain substrates demand that the waterproofing system be
undisturbed by eventual movements of the support. In order to do so, an independent layer must
be placed in between. Installing an independent layer is only possible when additional protection is
available to avoid it being displaced by the wind.

L
Liquid waterproofing

In some cases, using a waterproofing membrane can be a delicate or even impossible operation:
balconies, loggias, grandstands, cupolas, humid rooms, complex shapes.
Installing a liquid waterproofing system may thus wind up being the only possible solution. The
procedure is particularly convenient when very thick or additional coatings are not an option,
namely when renovation is needed. Indeed the weight of a liquid waterproofing system does not
exceed 2,5 kg/m².
Liquid waterproofing systems also avoid you having to use a torch when working on a site with
considerable fire risks. And finally, it is the only procedure which can be used directly onto the
support without any extra protection.
SOPREMA offers you a range of liquid waterproofing systems called Alsan® (documentation
available on request).
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Mechanical fastening
(System)

This semi-independent type of system includes a first, mechanically fixed layer which is fastened in
several areas: on steel decks or on wood boards.
Only the joints must be welded. The second layer is welded entirely onto the substrate. This
technique exempts you from having to prepare the substrate beforehand or remove the fomer
waterproofing system. It can be used as a first system on new buildings but also for roof
refurbishment. You will find the details of these systems in the Technical Guidelines.
Their performances are defined by their stability, resistance to the wind and to static puncturing.

Mechanical resistance

The capacity of a membrane to resist wear (vehicular/pedestrian traffic), support deformity as well
as accidental impact.

Modified bitumen

Bitumen is renowned for its ability to hold out water. It must nonetheless be modified in order to
better resist temperature variations, ageing, and to preserve its elastic properties, even in low
temperatures. Elastomeric or plastomeric bitumen are in fact modified bitumen.

Multi layer

A waterproofing system composed of several bituminous membranes; the different layers are
welded together or bonded together using hot bitumen. Double-layer systems are the most
common.

N
Non-woven polyester
(PNT or PY)

Non-woven polyester acts as a flexible, resistant elastic reinforcement, particularly well-fitted to
complete waterproofing membranes. Its performances - namely its puncture resistance - can be
improved by choosing the right non-woven polyester or adequate weight of the latter.

O
Oxidized bitumen

The first attempt to improve the quality of bitumen through an oxidation procedure or “blowing”
which aims at widening the range of temperature variations to which it may resist.

P
Parking (terrace) or
car parks.

If a terrace is designed to be used by vehicles (light or heavy), the waterproofing must be equipped
with a solid dynamic puncture resistance system. The most frequently used system is composed of
a membrane reinforced with non-woven polyester, the whole being coated with a substantial layer of
either hold rolled asphalt, mastic asphalt or concrete slabs (from at least 5 cm, to 7 cm for heavier
vehicles).

Photovoltaic

The purpose of photovoltaic systems is to transform the sun’s energy into electricity through the
effects of certain physical materials: this phenomenon is known as the photovoltaic effect.

Plastomer

Plastomer gives a solid, resistant texture to bitumen-based membranes. See SBS elastomeric
bitumen

Primer

The equivalent is cold-applied impregnation.
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P
Protection

A system conceived to protect the waterproofing layer from the effect of the elements and from wear.
The particularity of this system is that it receives either additional protection (screed, support pads,
gravel, soil…) or a self-protective layer (slate chippings, metallic sheet) provided it is added directly
onto the waterproofing membrane during the assembling process.

PVC (Plasticised
Polyvinyl Chloride)

Probably the most well-known and versatile synthetic membrane. A basic formula contains:
• 50 – 55 % PVC resins
• 30 – 35 % Plasticisers
• 10 – 20 % Stabilizers, pigments and charges.

R
Roof walkways

On technically inaccessible terraces/balconies the walkways materialize and reinforce the access
ways leading to the machinery which requires daily attending. Said walkways must be completed
with an additional self-protective membrane completed by colored slate chippings. Unless
indicated in the specifications documents, walkways are not associated with technical areas.

S
SBS elastomeric
bitumen

Since 30 years, bitumen has taken on an elastic consistency with SBS-type polymers being added
to the recipe. Said elasticity provides excellent long-lasting resistance. Moreover, the ageing
process of the bitumen is considerably reduced, thus providing maximum product efficiency over
an extended period of time. Waterproofing bitumen membranes belong to the range of traditional
products. Further information may be found in the Technical Guidebook.

Self-adhesion

Self-adhesive membranes keep on being improved. They are indeed an ideal solution for expanded
polystyrene or polyurethane-based insulation. They are also practical in their enabling an
installation without the use of a torch.

Self-protection

Its purpose is to protect the waterproofing system from atmospheric changes and ultra-violet rays.
It is composed of slate chippings - with or without color – or of pre-fitted thin metallic membranes.
The range of available colors provides an aesthetic finishing touch to the roof.

Semi-independent

This technique ensures a proper propagation of residual humidity all the while reducing strain
linked to the nature of the support (owing to its partial non-dependence on the latter). The different
procedures vary depending on the nature of the support and the installation method:
Using:
• a perforated screen
• a sub-layer bonded using strips or blobs
• a sub-layer nailed onto the substrate or a mechanically-fastened top layer.
• a layer equipped with semi continuous, self-adhesive strips on its underside.

Semi-intensive or
extensive green roofs

The process of partially or completely covering a roof/terrace with vegetation planted over a light,
thin waterproofing system which in turn is installed on a framework/substrate made out of steel or
wood, with a < 40% slope. Terrace gardens require little upkeep and enable rainwater evacuation,
provide thermal and sound insulation comfort and allow the building to blend into its environment.
This concept is an ecological process which complies with one of HQE’s 10 goals (HQE is the
French equivalent of the LEED American norm).
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Single layer (Unilay)

A waterproofing system composed of a single membrane whose width exceeds that of double-layer
membrane systems.
This procedure requires that particular care be taken during the installation, the overlaps needing
to be perfectly aligned. The installation must generally be performed with a torch. However the
last generation of single-layer membranes can be installed without the use of a torch by simple
self‑adhesion completed by heat welding.

Slope

•
•
•

Sloping floor

Refers to a particular construction work composed of a layer of mortar. Its thickness may vary so as to
create a slope on the substrate providing proper rainwater evacuation. For instance the inclination limit
is set at 1,5% on terraces for pedestrian traffic (except for terraces with slabs under support pads) and
at 2% for car parks).

Substrate

The surface on which the waterproofing or thermal insulating layer is installed. It may consist of either
reinforced or precast concrete, cellular concrete, of wood or steel. The load-bearing element can also
act as the sole waterproofing support, except when steel decks are involved.

No slope: 0 to 1% (risk of water stagnation)
Flat roof: 1 to 5 %.
> 5%: sloped roof.

T
Terraces for pedestrian use On terraces for public use (walkways, main squares …) or on private terraces, the waterproofing
system must be particularly efficient, in particular bearing a strong resistance to puncturing. We
recommend using polyester-reinforced for these purposes. Tiles, pavement, hot-rolled asphalt or
paving support pads. In such cases, it may be necessary to create a > 1,5% slope (except when
working with paving support pads).
Thermal insulation

Thermal insulation must be placed on the load-bearing element. The thermal insulation layer
underneath the slab must not be fastened so as to prevent condensation from building up.
Insulation boards, aside from inverted insulation, hold the waterproofing system up. For this reason,
the “Waterproofing solutions” binder defines the types of insulation that are approved as well as
their respective bondage procedure.
Thermal insulation panels exist in various materials:
• Mineral wool
• Expanded perlite
• PIR: rigid polyisocyanurate
• PUR: rigid polyurethane
• EPS: expanded polystyrene
• XPS: extruded polystyrene
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T
TPO

TPO = Thermoplastic Polyolefin Modified polyolefins are resins that were modified in order to
obtain a smoother texture. Both elastomer and polymer must be added at a low temperature in
order to obtain this mixture. It is another type of synthetic membrane (just as PVC) without any
platicizer.
9

U
Upkeep

Regular upkeep is necessary in order to sustain a flourishing green roof, namely unclogging the
rainwater evacuation system, weeding, etc., at least once a year after autumn.

Upstands

Upstands correspond to the emerged part of a waterproofing system (on terraces for instance) to
which it must be attached. Special care must be taken during the installation in order to prevent
water from seeping through the layers as well as to ensure that it is well-fitted to the shape of
the substrate onto which it is installed. Alsan® Flashing® is a new flameless solution made with
bituminous resins and guarantees strong adherence of the upstand to the parapet all the while
avoiding fire risks. In most cases it allows you to forgo protection caps.

V
Vapour barrier

A layer which prevents water vapour from seeping into the insulating system. It must be placed
under the thermal insulating layer which it protects against water vapour condensation resulting
from temperature variations between the inside and the outside of the building. It is usually
available in the form of elastomeric bitumen membranes or bitumen aluminum sheets, the latter
being necessary when dealing with buildings exposed to high levels of hygrometry.
Also available are cold-applied vapour barriers, installed with a liquid solution or through
self‑adhesion. Vapour barriers can not be used for inverted insulation systems or those without
thermal insulation.
Vapour barriers are not mandatory in tropical areas.
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SOPREMA at your service:
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feel free to call us!
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hygrometry

dew point

specifications
vapour

vapour barrier

vapour barrier · simple and efficient

The vapour-barrier’s utility
The difference of temperatures in winter between heated indoor
areas and weather conditions creates vapour which seeps through
roof layers.
Without a vapour-barrier, it reaches a particular zone called the
dew point where it may take a liquid form.
This type of condensation causes:
n

n

2

S tains and wet trails under the ceiling.
F rom slight humidity in the insulating layers to total impregnation.
This type of phenomenon results in a loss of thermal resistance
and, consequently, a drop of temperature in the wall, thereby
increasing the quantity of water build-up (moisture).

The purpose of this vapour-barrier is thus to prevent vapour from
reaching the cold areas where the condensation process would
take place. As a result it must be placed between the support
member and the thermal insulating layer.

vapour
barrier
Vapour barrier
advantages
F acilitates thermal insulation.
n Convenient to apply: lightweight and easy to
cut out.
n

simple and efficient · vapour barrier

DESCRIPTIVE CLASSIFICATION FOR INFORMATIVE PURPOSES ONLY
Found below, is a theoretical classification of the most common types of indoor areas in terms of their use, purpose and conception according
to French regulations.
1 Indoor areas exposed to slight levels of humidity.
- Offices without air-conditioning, rooms equipped with controlled mechanical ventilations and air vents adapted to the presence
of vapour.
- Warehouses.
- Rooms designed and equipped for indoor sports or exercise with no public admittance, (outbuildings not being into account).

Indoor areas exposed to normal levels of humidity.
- School buildings with proper ventilation.
- Living areas, including kitchens and bathrooms, with proper heating and ventilation.
- Industrial manufacturing buildings whose production does not generate vapour, unless otherwise indicated in the local regulation
document.
- Shopping centre.
2

Indoor areas exposed to normal but intermittent levels of humidity.
- Rooms designed and equipped for indoor sports or exercise and where spectators are admitted.
- Places of worship, community centers, buildings for cultural events. The local regulation documents specify whether the indoor area is
classified as being exposed to normal or strong levels of humidity. Unless equipped with proper ventilation, they are
categorised as being exposed to normal levels of humidity.
3

simple & efficient
Indoor areas exposed to strong levels of humidity.
- Crowded living areas with poor ventilation.
- Indoor areas with considerable amount of human activity or presence: changing rooms, certain workshops, etc.
- Air-conditioned rooms.
4

Indoor areas exposed to very high levels of humidity.
- Indoor areas designed for industrial activity and where a sensibly high level of humidity must be maintained.
- Regularly used sanitary-related areas.
- Closed areas designed for industrial activity with high levels of humidity.
- Public kitchens.
- Swimming pools.
5

Self-adhesive vapour barrier

3

Vapour-barrier composition
The choice of the best-suited vapour-barrier should be made according to the nature of the support member, the hygrometry of the area and the
installation method, in accordance with the French standard and with the specific technical document for waterproofing systems.
SBS MEMBRANES
Support member

Hygrometry and
indoor heating

Applied with hot
bitumen

Applied without hot bitumen
12

MASONRY

3

Typical cases

Primer + hotapplied bitumen +
ELASTOPHENE 25

Heated floors providing
partial heating

Primer + hot-applied
bitumen + BARAL

Closed areas with strong
hygrometry and heated
floors ensuring the whole
heating system

Primer + AERISOL AR 4
+ hot-applied bitumen +
BARAL

Heavy-duty protection

2

If cellular glass is used

Self-protected

Primer + welded ELASTOPHENE 25 or
ELASTOVAP or SOPRAVAP 3 in 1
Primer + welded
SOPRALAST 50 TV
ALU or SOPRAVAP
STICK ALU S 16

Primer + welded
Chape ATLAS AR
membrane

Primer + welded
AERISOL FLAM +
SOPRALAST 50 TV
ALU 4

Welded primer +
AERISOL FLAM +
Chape ATLAS AR
membrane 4

Without vapour-barrier 6
(cf insulating layer technical
document)

Support member

Hygrometry and indoor heating

Applied with hot bitumen

Applied without hot bitumen

WOOD

Weak and normal hygrometry

ELASTOPHENE 25 nailed onto
surface, Joint either welded or sealed
onto the surface 5

ELASTOPHENE 25 nailed onto surface.

DERIVATIVE BOARDS

Support member

Hygrometry and
indoor heating
Typical cases

Strong hygrometry

RIBBED STEEL DECK

Very strong hygrometry

Applied with hot
bitumen

Without a vapour-barrier, using joint tape.

Applied without hot bitumen

Ribbed steel deck

Ribbed steel deck

Without vapour-barrier

Without vapour-barrier

Damaged steel deck

Unrolled VAPOBAC

VAPOBAC closed joints or welded ELASTOPHENE 25 or BARAL
joints or bonded or in self-adhesive strips or SOPRASOLIN TAN
applied on all the overlap strips+ on the fastened areas of the joints
every 50 cm
Flatten the steel deck
(compulsory for selfprotected cases) with
a 0,5 mm galvanised
pre-enamelled material
screwed on the deck7 +
hot-applied bitumen +
BARAL

If cellular glass is used

SOPRAVAP STICK
ALU TS 8 or
SOPRAVAP STICK
ALU S 16

Without vapour-barrier. Steel
plates fastened every metre.
Insulation bonded with hotapplied bitumen (cf technical
notice sheet)

1. On surfaces which are inferior to those prescribed in the technical notice sheet of the insulator, under heavy-duty protection, the vapour-barrier can be laid alone, with the same membranes, without primer. Joints must be seared. In such a case, the AERISOL FLAM sublayer is not
necessary. 2. The joints of the vapour barrier, without hot-applied bitumen, must be welded over 6 cm. 3. Joints must be sanded. 4. The AERISOL FLAM perforated diffusion layer must be unrolled edge-to-edge or with overlaps. 5. Only on boards, joints must be sanded (cf technical notice
sheet). 6. Except in mountainous climates: 7. The protective quality of the steel plates must be determined only after consulting and obtaining the manufacturer’s approval. 8. Refer to the relevant documentation.
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APP MEMBRANES, please contact us.

Technical documents

Technical documents

Non-accessible roof with ballast
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

primer

• Standard conditions: ELASTOPHENE® 25, a fully torched
membrane (Sd = 500m) or Sopravap® 3 in 1 liquid
solution (Sd = 1000m).
• In other cases: refer to vapour barrier documentation.
• In tropical areas a vapour barrier is not compulsory.

3

ETANCHEITE

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180

1st layer

STYRBASE STICK

Fire resistant
separating sheet

–

Total thickness

5.5mm

Performance

F5I5T4

THERMAL INSULATION

• Bonded onto the vapour barrier with strips/spots of
- Sopravap® 3 in 1, fully bonded.
- Coltack®, a polyurethane bitumen-based adhesive
(fluid consistency).
- Sopracolle 300 N, an elastomeric bitumenbased adhesive (gel consistency).
• Coltack® cannot be used with mineral wool and
expanded perlite.
• Compatible thermal insulation panels: PUR, PIR and
EPS. These types of insulation require Styrbase
Stick with self-adhesive overlaps to protect
insulation during installation or Sopravoile 100,
a fire resistant separating layer, on top of thermal
insulation panels for torch-on membranes.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• A fully adhered system is recommended for the
following thermal insulation panels: cellular glass,
expanded perlite, bitumen-surfaced mineral
wool. It is also recommended on inverted roofs with
XPS thermal insulation panels.

4

ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

VAPOUR BARRIER

ETANCHEITE

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM® / SOPRALENE FLAM®
BILAYER SBS SYSTEM
LIQUIDE

2

CE Marking
Technical Approval
LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

SOPREMA SYSTEM with thermal insulation

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
with slate chippings or if Styrbase stick is used
as a base sheet.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available.















 Primer  Vapour barrier  Vapour barrier corner reinforcement  SOPRACOLLE 300 N  Thermal insulation panels  1st waterproofing layer
STYRBASE STICK  Corner reinforcement Sopralene®  2nd waterproofing layer Sopralene FLAM® 180  2nd layer for upstand
SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR  Ballast (gravel)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• STYRBASE STICK can be used on technical roofs.

PROTECTION

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• Minimum 4cm of rounded or crushed gravel. Gravel diameter should be minimum 5mm thick
and maximum 2/3 of the total height of protection. The separating and protective geotextile
NTS 170 will be added between the crushed gravel and the waterproofing system.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and for roof walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2
metres width) will be laid on gravel.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve
conditions of use and extend service life.
• A first layer with a polyester reinforcement provides
mechanical security during the installation.
• Sopravap® 3 in 1 is an optimal solution
combining three functions: primer, vapour barrier
and insulation adhesive. Do not hesitate to contact
our technical team for advice.
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A1

Non-accessible roof with ballast
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE

A1'
SOPREMA SYSTEM with thermal insulation

• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

VAPOUR BARRIER

• Standard conditions: ELASTOPHENE® 25, a fully torched
membrane (Sd = 500m) or Sopravap® 3 in 1 liquid
solution (Sd = 1000m).
• In other cases: refer to vapour barrier documentation.
• In tropical areas a vapour barrier is not compulsory.

3

1 layer
st

MONOGUM 4.0 P
MONOGUM 3.0 P

Fire resistant
separating sheet

SOPRAVOILE 100

Total thickness

7mm

Performance

F5I5T4

THERMAL INSULATION

• Bonded onto the vapour barrier with strips/spots of:
- Sopravap® 3 in 1, fully bonded.
- Coltack®, a polyurethane bitumen-based adhesive
(fluid consistency).
- Sopracolle 300 N, an elastomeric bitumenbased adhesive (gel consistency).
• Coltack® cannot be used with mineral wool and
expanded perlite.
• Compatible thermal insulation panels: PUR, PIR and
EPS. These types of insulation require Sopravoile
100, a fire resistant separating layer, on top of
thermal insulation panels for torch-on membranes.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• A fully adhered system is recommended for the
following thermal insulation panels: cellular glass,
expanded perlite, bitumen-surfaced mineral
wool. It is also recommended on inverted roofs with
XPS thermal insulation panels.

4

ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

2

ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

• Aquadere : cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.
®

LIQUIDE

primer

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available.

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.














 Primer  Vapour barrier  Vapour barrier corner reinforcement  SOPRACOLLE 300 N  Thermal insulation panels  SOPRAVOILE 100
 1st waterproofing layer MONOGUM 3.0 P  Corner reinforcement MONOGUM  2nd waterproofing layer MONOGUM 4.0 p  2nd layer for
upstand MONOGUM Ballast (gravel)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• Choosing MONOGUM 4.0 P allows its use on technical roofs.

PROTECTION
• Minimum 4cm of rounded or crushed gravel. Gravel diameter should be minimum 5mm
thick and maximum 2/3 of the total height of protection. The separating and protective
geotextile NTS 170 will be added between the crushed gravel and the waterproofing system.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and for roof walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2
metres width) will be laid on gravel.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve
conditions of use and extend service life.
• A first layer with a polyester reinforcement provides
mechanical security during the installation.
• Sopravap® 3 in 1 is an optimal solution
combining three functions: primer, vapour barrier
and insulation adhesive. Do not hesitate to contact
our technical team for advice.
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monogum
BILAYER
ETANCHEITE APP SYSTEM

CE Marking

Non-accessible roof with ballast
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings.
• A fully adhered system is recommended on concrete
with inverted roofs (using XPS thermal insulation
panels).
• A cap sheet with slate chippings avoids the use of a
geotextile separating sheet SOPRAFILTRE.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

3

1st layer

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR
SOPRALENE FLAM® 180

Total thickness

6mm

Performance

F5I5T4













THERMAL INSULATION

• The separating and protective geotextile NTS 170
must be installed between the thermal insulation
and the ballast (gravel) to protect the insulation.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Use XPS thermal insulation panels only for
inverted roofs.



 Primer  1st waterproofing layer SOPRALENE FLAM® 180  Corner reinforcement SOPRALENE®  2nd waterproofing layer SOPRALENE
FLAM® 180  2nd layer for upstand SOPRALENE®  Thermal insulation panel  NTS 170 separating sheet  Ballast (gravel)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR can be used on technical roofs.

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

PROTECTION
• Minimum 4cm of rounded or crushed gravel. Gravel diameter should be minimum 5mm thick
and maximum 2/3 of the total height of protection. The separating and protective geotextile
NTS 170 will be added between the crushed gravel and the waterproofing system.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and for roof walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2
metres width) will be laid on gravel.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve
conditions of use and extend service life.
• A first layer with a polyester reinforcement
provides mechanical security during installation.
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ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM / SOPRALENE FLAM®
BILAYER
ETANCHEITE SBS SYSTEM
LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

CE Marking
Technical
Approval
ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

Primer

soprema system on inverted roofs

LIQUIDE

1

A2

Non-accessible roof with ballast
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

characteristics

A2'
soprema system on inverted roofs

SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

2

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings.
• A fully adhered system is recommended on concrete
with inverted roofs (using XPS thermal insulation
panels).
• A cap sheet with slate chippings avoids the use of a
geotextile separating sheet SOPRAFILTRE.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

3

MONOGUM 4.0 F AR
LIQUIDE

• Aquadere : cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.
®

ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

Primer

ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

1

monogum
BILAYER
ETANCHEITE APP SYSTEM

CE Marking

1 layer
st

MONOGUM 3 VV

Total thickness

7mm

Performance

F5I5T4













THERMAL INSULATION

• The separating and protective geotextile NTS 170
must be installed between the thermal insulation
and the ballast (gravel) to protect the insulation.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Use XPS thermal insulation panels only for
inverted roof.
 Primer  1st waterproofing layer MONOGUM 3 VV  Corner reinforcement MONOGUM 4.0 P  2nd waterproofing layer MONOGUM 4.0 F AR
 2nd layer for upstand MONOGUM 4.0 P  NTS 170 separating sheet  Thermal insulation panel  Ballast (gravel)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• MONOGUM 4.0 p f ar can be used on technical roofs.

• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

PROTECTION
• Minimum 4cm of rounded or crushed gravel. Gravel diameter should be minimum 5mm thick
and maximum 2/3 of the total height of protection. The separating and protective geotextile
NTS 170 will be added between the crushed gravel and the waterproofing system.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and for roof walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2
metres width) must be laid on gravel.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve
conditions of use and extend service life.
• A first layer with a polyester reinforcement provides
mechanical security during the installation.
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soprema tips

Non-accessible self-protected roof
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
0 - 20% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

VAPOUR BARRIER

2nd layer

SOPRASTICK® SI

Total Thickness

5.5mm

Performance

F5I5T2



THERMAL INSULATION

• Bonded onto the vapour barrier with strips/spots of
- Sopravap® 3 in 1, fully bonded.
- Coltack®, a polyurethane bitumen-based adhesive
(fluid consistency)
- Sopracolle 300 N, an elastomeric bitumenbased adhesive (gel consistency)
• Compatible thermal insulation panels: PUR, PIR and
EPS (density mass ≥ 19kg/m3).
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.












WATERPROOFING

• The underface of the base sheet includes semicontinuous self-adhesive strips allowing semiindependent installation. The waterproofing
membranes are not interchangeable.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve
conditions of use and extend service life.
• S OPRASTICK® SI is suitable for high wind areas
except hurricane areas where Soprastick®
(fully self-adhesive) is used on top of stabilized
thermal insulation.
• Sopravap® 3 in 1 is an optimal solution
combining three functions: primer, vapour barrier
and insulation adhesive. Do not hesitate to contact
our technical team for advice.

 Primer  Vapour barrier Vapour barrier corner reinforcement  SOPRACOLLE 300 N  Thermal insulation panels  1st waterproofing layer
SOPRASTICK® SI  2nd waterproofing layer SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR  alsan® FLASHING® FLEECE embedded with alsan® FLASHING®
 alsan® FLASHING® ( in 2 coats).

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• Sopralene Flam® 180 AR can be used on technical roofs.

ROOF WALKWAY
• SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR, distinguishable from the main surface by a different colour, must
be torched onto the waterproofing system.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2 metres
width) will be laid over the separating and protective geotextile NTS 170.

FIRE RATING
• SOPRASTICK® SI FE serves as a base sheet membrane on EPS thermal insulation panels ≥ 80mm
thick with the cap sheet membrane Elastophene® Flam® 25 AR Fe compliant with the
EN 13501-5 standard (please contact us).
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SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR

1st self-adhesive layer

• Standard conditions: ELASTOPHENE® 25, a fully torched
membrane (Sd = 500m) or Sopravap® 3 in 1 liquid
solution (Sd = 1000m).
• In other cases : refer to vapour barrier documentation.
• In tropical areas a vapour barrier is not compulsory.

3

LIQUIDE

2

SOPRALENE® STICK
ETANCHEITE SBS SYSTEM
BILAYER

CE Marking
Technical ApprovalETANCHEITE
ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

primer

SOPREMA SYSTEM with thermal insulation

LIQUIDE

1

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

A3

Non-accessible self-protected roof
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
≥ 0% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

WATERPROOFING

• The base sheet is fully torched onto the perforated
loose laid sheet AERISOL FLAM, edge to edge, in
order to avoid blisters on a humid substrate (semiadhered system).
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

1st layer

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR
ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25

Perforated membrane

AERISOL FLAM

Total thickness

5.5mm

Performance

F 5 I 5 T4








 Primer  AERISOL FLAM®  1st waterproofing layer ELASTOPHENE® FLAM® 25  Self-protected waterproofing layer SOPRALENE
FLAM® 180 AR  alsan® FLASHING® FLEECE embedded with alsan® FLASHING®  alsan® FLASHING® ( in 2 coats).

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR can be used on technical roofs.

soprema tips
• Upstand: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid the
use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve

ROOF WALKWAY
• SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR, distinguishable from the main surface by a different colour, must
be torched onto the waterproofing system. Limted to a ≤ 50% slope.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2 metres
width) will be laid over the separating and protective geotextile NTS 170.

FIRE RATING
• Please contact us.

conditions of use and extend service life.
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ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM / SOPRALENE FLAM®
BILAYER
ETANCHEITE SBS SYSTEM
LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

CE Marking
Technical
Approval
ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

primer

SOPREMA SYSTEM without thermal insulation

LIQUIDE

1

A4

Non-accessible self-protected roof
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
≥ 0% SLOPE

characteristics

A4'
SOPREMA SYSTEM without thermal insulation

SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

WATERPROOFING

1 layer
st

MONOGUM 4.0 F AR
MONOGUM 3.0 P

Perforated membrane

AERISOL FLAM®

Total thickness

7mm

Performance

F 5 I 5 T4

• The base sheet is fully torched onto the perforated
loose laid sheet AERISOL FLAM®, edge to edge, in
order to avoid blisters on a humid substrate (semiadhered system).
•D
 ifferent coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.








 Primer  AERISOL FLAM®  1st waterproofing layer MONOGUM 3.0 P  Self-protected waterproofing layer MONOGUM 4.0 F AR
 alsan® FLASHING® FLEECE embedded with alsan® FLASHING®  alsan® FLASHING® ( in 2 coats).

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• MONOGUM 4.0 F AR can be used on technical roof.

soprema tips
• Upstand: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid the

use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve

ROOF WALKWAY
• MONOGUM 4.0 F AR, distinguishable from the main surface by a different colour, must be
torched onto the waterproofing system. Limited to a ≤ 50% slope.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2 metres
width) will be laid over the separating and protective geotextile NTS 170.

FIRE RATING
• Please contact us.

conditions of use and extend service life.
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ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

primer

LIQUIDE

1

MONOGUM
BILAYER
ETANCHEITE APP SYSTEM

CE Marking

Non-accessible roof with ballast
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings or if Styrbase stick is used as
a base sheet membrane.
• A fully adhered system is recommended.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

1st layer

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180
ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25

Thickness

5.5mm

Performance

F5I5T4











 Primer  1st waterproofing layer ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25  Corner reinforcement SOPRALENE®  2nd waterproofing layer SOPRALENE
FLAM® 180  2nd layer for upstand SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR  Ballast (gravel)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve
conditions of use and extend service life.

TECHNICAL ROOF
• Sopralene Flam® 180 can be used on technical roofs.

PROTECTION
• Minimum 4cm of rounded or crushed gravel. Gravel diameter should be minimum 5mm thick
and maximum 2/3 of the total height of protection. The separating and protective geotextile NTS 170
will be added between the crushed gravel and the waterproofing system.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and for roof walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2
metres width) will be laid on gravel.
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ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM / SOPRALENE FLAM®
BILAYER
ETANCHEITE SBS SYSTEM
LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

CE Marking
Technical
Approval
ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

primer

SOPREMA SYSTEM without thermal insulation

LIQUIDE

1

A5

Non-accessible roof with ballast
Reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

characteristics

A5'
SOPREMA SYSTEM without thermal insulation

SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings.
• A fully adhered system is recommended
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

1 layer
st

MONOGUM 4.0 P
MONOGUM 3.0 P

Total thickness

7mm

Performance

F5I5T4











 Primer  1st waterproofing layer MONOGUM 3.0 P  Corner reinforcement MONOGUM 3.0 P  2nd waterproofing layer MONOGUM 4.0 P
 2nd layer for upstand MONOGUM 4.0 F AR  Ballast (gravel)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation, improve
conditions of use and extend service life.

TECHNICAL ROOF
• MONOGUM 4.0 p can be used on technical roof.

PROTECTION
• Minimum 4cm of rounded or crushed gravel. Gravel diameter should be minimum 5mm thick
and maximum 2/3 of the total height of protection. The separating and protective geotextile NTS 170
will be added between the crushed gravel and the waterproofing system.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and for roof walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2
metres width) will be laid on gravel.
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ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

primer

LIQUIDE

1

MONOGUM
BILAYER
ETANCHEITE APP SYSTEM

CE Marking

Non-accessible self-protected roof
Steel DECK SUBSTRATE
≥ 3% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE
• Steel deck compliant with standards.
ETANCHEITE

VAPOUR BARRIER

• Standard conditions: not compulsory.
• Perforated steel deck: VAPOBAC.
• In other cases : refer to vapour barrier documentation
or contact soprema.
Caution: mechanically fastened waterproofing systems
cannot be used in areas with very high hygrometry.

3

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR

1st mechanically fastened layer

SOPRAFIX® HP

Total thickness

5.5mm

Performance

L4







THERMAL INSULATION

• Mineral wool (1 fastener per panel).
• Expanded perlite (1 fastener per panel).
• EPS, PUR, PIR (4 fasteners per panel, a fire resistant
separating layer SOPRAVOILE 100 or soprafix®
stick must be laid as a base sheet).
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Please check fire regulations before choosing
thermal insulation panels.

4

2nd layer





WATERPROOFING

• SOPRAFIX® HP is mechanically fastened onto
the overlap (a coloured line on the overlap marks
the position of membrane fasteners). Overlaps
torched. On steel decks, overlaps must be installed
perpendiculary to the waves.
• The type and density of fasteners are defined
according to our specifications depending on
geographical area and building height.
•O
 n a ≥ 100% slope, the self-protected waterproofing
membrane is also mechanically fastened on the top
joints.

 Free standing metal upstand fixed on the steel deck  Thermal insulation panels  1st waterproofing layer SOPRAFIX® HP mechanically
fastened  2nd self-protected waterproofing layer SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR  alsan® FLASHING® FLEECE embedded with alsan®
FLASHING®  alsan® FLASHING® ( in 2 coats).

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ROOF
• Mineral wool Class C (according to UEAtc guidelines). Limited to a ≤ 5% slope.
• SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR can be used on technical roofs.

ROOF WALKWAY

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR, distinguishable from the main surface by a different colour, must
be torched onto the waterproofing system. Limited to a ≤ 50% slope.
• Around the edges of the roof, pentices and walkways, concrete paving slabs (1 or 2 metres
width) will be laid over the separating and protective geotextile NTS 170.

FIRE RATING
• Please contact us for BROOF t3 classification compliant with the EN 13501-5 standard.

• The positioning of drainage outlets implies a

specific designing of the valley structure under
water stagnation.
• A 3% slope on the roof avoids water stagnation.
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2

LIQUIDE

• Aquadere : cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.
®

SOPRAFIX®
BILAYER SBS SYSTEM

CE Marking
Technical Approval
ETANCHEITE
ETANCHEITE
ETANCHEITE
European Technical Approval
LIQUIDE

primer (for torch-on membranes on upstands)

SOPREMA SYSTEM with thermal insulation

LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

1

A6

Non-accessible self-protected roof with TPO
steel DECk SUBSTRATE
≥ 3% SLOPE

A7

characteristics

SOPREMA SYSTEM with thermal insulation

SUBSTRATE
• Compliant with standards.

ETANCHEITE

ETANCHEITE

• flexocol tpo.

2

VAPOUR BARRIER

SINGLE PLY TPO SYSTEM

LIQUIDE

(Only for ≥ 35cm waterproofing upstands heights).

LIQUIDE

primer

LIQUIDE

1

flagon® EP/PR

CE Marking
ETANCHEITE
Technical
Approval
Surface

FLAGON® EP/PR

Total Thickness

1.2mm / 1.5mm / 1.8mm / 2mm / 2.5mm

• VAPORFLAG PE Foil (200, 300 or 400µ)
• In other cases : refer to vapour barrier documentation

THERMAL INSULATION

4













WATERPROOFING

• FLAGON® EP/PR is mechanically fastened onto
the overlap after which overlaps will be hot air
welded. On steel decks, overlaps must be installed
perpendiculary to the waves.
• TPO membranes are always fastened a few
centimetres around the edge of the roof and any
pentices using:
- FLAGORAIL + possibly FLAGOFIL TPO.
- Fasteners with 80mm x 40mm steel plates
- Then hot air welding on a TPO colaminated strip
fastened onto the substrate.
• F or the upstands, a FLAGON® EP/PR membrane is
welded onto a TPO colaminated strip fastened onto
the substrate.
• The type and density of fasteners are defined
according to our specifications depending on
geographical area and building height.
• Different colour finishes for TPO membranes are
available.

soprema tips
• TPO membranes and thermal insulation: TPO
membranes do not require a separating sheet.
However, a geotextile (300g/m2) will reduce the
spectrum of the thermal insulation panels (selfprotected roof) and / or in the case of expanded
perlite, to avoid cleaning before hot air welding.

 Free standing metal upstand fixed on the steel deck  Thermal insulation panels  FLAGON EP/PR membrane  Pre-drilled metal bar:
flAGorail  FLAGOFIL cord  FLEXOCOL bonding adhesive  Mechanically fastened colaminated strip  FLAGON EP/PR for upstand

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
UPSTANDS
• In case of a ≥ 35cm upstand, Flexocol TPO must be used on parapet.
• Use TPO colaminted strip fastened onto the substrate

TECHNICAL ROOF
• Mineral wool Class C (according to UEAtc guideline). Limited to a ≤ 5% slope.
• Use a FLAGON WALKWAY TPO membrane to set the limits of technical areas with a non-slip
surface and to increase puncture resistance.

FIRE RATING
• Please contact us for BROOF t2 classification compliant with the EN 13501-5 standard.

• The positioning of drainage outlets implies a

specific designing of the valley structure under
water stagnation.
• A 3% slope on the roof avoids water stagnation.
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• Mineral wool (1 fastener per panel).
• Expanded perlite (1 fastener per panel).
• EPS, PUR, PIR (4 fasteners per panel) a fire resistant
separating layer Sopravoile 100 must be laid on top.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Please check fire regulations before choosing
thermal insulation panels.

Non-accessible Sopranature® green roof
REINFORCED CONCRETE SUBSTRATE – 0 - 20% SLOPE
STEEL DECk SUBSTRATE – 3 - 20% SLOPE
timber DECK SUBSTRATE – 3 - 20% SLOPE

ETANCHEITE

SOPREMA SYSTEM with themal insulation
LIQUIDE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE

primer

Total thickness

5.7mm

Performance

F5I5T4

*approved by a technical inspector












THERMAL INSULATION

• PUR, PIR except on steel decks (with independant
waterproofing system, limited to a < 5% slope).
• Expanded perlite.
• Mineral wool Class C (according to UEAtc guideline).
• Cellular glass.
• XPS only for inverted roof.

4

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25

VAPOUR BARRIER

•Standard conditions: ELASTOPHENE® 25, a fully torched
membrane (Sd = 500m) or Sopravap® 3 in 1 liquid
solution (Sd = 1000m).
• In other cases : refer to vapour barrier documentation.
• In tropical areas a vapour barrier is not compulsory.

3

1st layer

SOPRALENE FLAM® JARDIN



WATERPROOFING

• A fully adhered system is recommended except on
PUR, PIR and EPS thermal insulation panels.
• On a > 10% slope, the cap sheet is mechanically
fastened on the top joints.
• For mechanically fastened systems, please contact
us.
• SOPRALENE FLAM® JARDIN is an anti-root
FLL-approved membrane (4 years in-situ rootpenetration test) according to the EN 13948
standard.

soprema tips
• SOPRANATURE® has many advantages over
traditional green roofs: low thickness, reduced load,
allows slope, limited maintenance and watering.
• Green roofs also offer interesting advantages as far as
soundproofing and thermal insulation are concerned.
Regarding rainwater retention needs, contact the
SOPRANATURE® department.
• The SOPRANATURE® department determines
the best technical and economic solution for your
project depending on the specific constraints: type of
substrate, slope, admissible load, climate…

 Primer  Vapour barrier  Vapour barrier corner reinforcement  Bitumen-surfaced insulation  1st waterproofing layer ELASTOPHENE®
FLAM 25  Corner reinforcement sopralene FLAM® S 180-35  2nd waterproofing layer SOPRALENE FLAM®JARDIN  2nd layer for
upstand SOPRALENE FLAM® JARDIN  SOPRADRAIN  SOPRAFILTRE

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SOPRANATURE® PROTECTION
• Filter layer: SOPRAFILTRE.
• Drainage layer: SOPRADRAIN®.
• Substrate: SOPRAFLOR.
• Vegetation: SOPRANATURE® comes in:
- 3 types of extensive green roof: Toundra, Pampa, Garrigue.
- 2 types of semi-intensive green roof: Green, Landes.
• For tropical areas: Savane.

SOPRANATURE meets Professional Regulations for Green Roofs with a slope limited to
20%. In other cases, please contact the SOPRANATURE® department.
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ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

1

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

SOPRANATURE® *
BILAYER SBS SYSTEM

CE Marking
Technical Approval
LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

• Any substrate (reinforced concrete, steel deck,
ETANCHEITE
timber deck* and ETANCHEITE
plywood boards*) provided it can
bear usual roof loads, including SOPRANATURE®
green roof systems. Specific study will be carried
out by SOPREMA
(form available on www.sopranature.com).

A8

Photovoltaic roof system

with mechanically fastened insulation

steel DECk SUBSTRATE
≥ 3% SLOPE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE

• Aquadere : cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

Photovoltaic cell

®

VAPOUR BARRIER

Primer for cell
2 layer

SOPRASOLAR® CAP

*In progress.

1st layer

SOPRASOLAR® BASE

Total thickness

6mm

Performance

F5I5T4

Standard conditions: not compulsory.
• Perforated steel deck: VAPOBAC.
• In other cases : refer to vapour barrier documentation
or contact soprema.
Caution: mechanically fastened waterproofing systems
cannot be used in areas with very high hygrometry.

3








THERMAL INSULATION

• The type and density of fasteners are defined in
our different approval documents depending on
geographical area and building height.
- Bitumen-surfaced mineral wool Class C
(according to UEAtc guideline).
- Bitumen-surfaced expanded perlite.
• Please check fire regulations before choosing
thermal insulation panels.

4

SOPRASOLAR® PRIM

nd







WATERPROOFING

• SOPRAsolar® base is fully torched onto the
insulation.
• SOPRAsolar® CAP is fully torched onto
SOPRAsolar® base. SOPRAsolar® CAP
(SEBS membrane) consists of a special anti-UV
binder with a fine sand finish.

 Upstand  Bitumen-surfaced insulation  1st waterproofing layer SOPRASOLAR® BASE  Corner reinforcement SOPRALENE®
 2nd waterproofing layer SOPRASOLAR® CAP  2nd layer for upstand  SOPRASOLAR® PRIM  SOPRASOLAR® CELL

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
layout
• A layout drawing will be made by the SOLARDIS® department taking into account the site's
constraints (location, upstand height, slope, ...).

FIRE RATING
• Please contact us for BROOF t3 classification compliant with the EN 13501-5 standard.

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will
avoid the use of counter flashing protection on
parapets. This no-flame system is easy to apply
and saves application time.
• T he positioning of drainage outlets implies a
specific designing of the valley structure under
water stagnation.
• A 3% slope on the roof avoids water stagnation.
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SOPRASOLAR® CELL

LIQUIDE

primer (for torch-on membranes for upstands)

SOPRASOLAR® DUO
BILAYER SBS SYSTEM

CE Marking
Technical
ApprovalETANCHEITE
ETANCHEITE
ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

1

SOPREMA SYSTEM with thermal insulation

LIQUIDE

• Steel deck compliant with standards.
• Please contact us for other types of substrate.

A9

Non-accessible roof for caps,
porches and vaults
characteristics
1

SUBSTRATE

For new projects:
•D
 omes, vaults or porch roofs and concrete slabs
without insulation, also compatible with tapered
concrete screed.
•C
 oncerning ancillary structures such as porch roofs,
cornices, parapet walls, gutters…
• F or structures made of timber panels, please
contact the SOPREMA liquid waterproofing
products department.
For refurbishment, onto:
• B ituminous membranes, possibly on thermal
insulation.
• S tructures made of timber panels after consultating
with the SOPREMA liquid waterproofing products
department.
• F ibre cement flat or corrugated sheets.
•M
 etal structures.

A10

SOPREMA SYSTEM for complex shapes
CE Marking

ALSAN® 310 SYSTEM

3rd coat (optional)

ALSAN® 500 F or 500 FT

2nd coat

ALSAN® 310

1st coat

ALSAN® 310

Primer

Primaire H80

Product

Consumption

Primaire H80

250g/m

Alsan 310

2 coats of 700g/m

12 - 24hrs

Alsan® 500 F or 500 FT

300g/m2

12 - 24hrs

®

Drying time
12 - 24hrs

2
2

Caution:
• Cannot be used on insulated substrates.

2

PRIMER

• primaire H80: applied with a roller in crisscrossed coats over all the surfaces and upstands.
After application, final appearance should be shiny.
• Please contact us for the choice of primer.
• Consumption: approx. 250g/m².
• Maximum time-lapse to apply the waterproofing:
within 24hrs after drying.

3






UPSTANDS

• A thin coat of Alsan® 310 must be applied in the
corner. Minimum height is 15cm.
• Installation of an Alsan® Reinforcement scrim.
• The resin must penetrate properly through the
scrim.

4

WATERPROOFING

• The main surface and the upstands will be covered
with Alsan® 310.
• 2 coats applied with a roller onto the main surface
and to the upstands.
• Consumption: 700g/m² per coat.

5

OPTIONal finishings

• A coat of Alsan® 500 F or Alsan® 500 FT
applied onto the final coat of Alsan® 310 gives a
satin finish that facilitates cleaning and improves
resistance to dirt and chemicals (please contact us).
• Consumption: 300g/m²

 Primer  Alsan® Reinforcement Scrim embedded with Alsan® 310  Alsan® 310 ( in 2 coats)

Alsan® 500 F colour chart

product note
Beige
RAL 1001

Silex Grey
RAL 7032

• Technical Application Document
(Technical Approval) n°5/08-2024.
• European Technical Approvals
n°05/0228 and n°07/0111.

Anthracite Grey
Sand
RAL 7040
RAL 1014
(only RAL 1014 and 7040 for alsan® 310) (Colours are given for reference purposes only. As they have been reproduced using
digital production techniques, slight varitions with the expected colours may be observed).
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•C
 onsumption: approx. 500g/m².

Non-accessible roof
A11
characteristics
SUBSTRATE

CE Marking

ALSAN® 310 SYSTEM

3rd coat (optional)

Alsan® 500 F

2nd coat

Alsan® 310

1st coat

Alsan® 310

Primer

Primaire H80

Caution:
• Cannot be used on insulated substrate.

2

PRIMER

• primaire H80: applied with a roller in crisscrossed coats over all the surfaces and upstands.
After application, the surfaces must have a uniform
satin finish.
• Please contact us for the choice of primer.
• Consumption: approx. 250g/m2.
• Maximum time-lapse to apply the waterproofing:
within 24hrs after drying.

3

Product

Consumption

Drying time

Primaire H80

250g/m2

12 - 24hrs

Alsan® 310

2 coats of 700g/m2

12 - 24hrs

Alsan 500 F (optional)

300g/m

12 - 24hrs

®

UPSTANDS

• A thin coat of Alsan® 310 must be applied in the
corner. Minimum height is 15cm.
• Installation of an Alsan® Reinforcement scrim.
• The resin must penetrate properly through the
scrim.
•C
 onsumption: approx. 500g/m2.

4






WATERPROOFING

• The main surface and the upstands will be covered
with Alsan® 310.
• 2 coats applied with a roller on the main surface and
to the upstands.
• Consumption: 700g/m2 per coat.

5

2

OPTIONal finishings

• A coat of Alsan® 500 F applied over the final coat
of Alsan® 310 gives a satin finish that prevents
dirt build-up and improves resistance to chemical
deterioration (please contact us).
• Consumption: 300g/m².

 Primer  Alsan® Reinforcement Scrim embedded with Alsan® 310  Alsan® 310 ( in 2 coats)

colour chart

Alsan® 500 F

Beige
RAL 1001

Silex Grey
RAL 7032

Sand
RAL 1014

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7040

Alsan® 310
(Colours are given for reference purposes only. As they have been reproduced using
digital production techniques, slight varitions with the expected colours may be
observed).

product note
• Technical Application Document
(Technical Approval) n°5/08-2024.
• European Technical Approvals
n°05/0228 and n°07/0111.

Sand
RAL 1014

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7040
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1

For new projects:
• Reinforced concrete or other cement-based tapered
screeds, timber or plywood.
For refurbishment, onto:
• Stone slabs, glass pavers, tiles, asphalt after
consulting with the SOPREMA liquid waterproofing
products department.

SOPREMA SYSTEM for non-accessible roofs

Protection and refurbishment of metal or
fibre-cement roofs

A12

Cupolas, parapet walls, porch roofS, complex shapes

characteristics
SUBSTRATE

For new projects:
• Domes, vaults or porch roofs and concrete slabs
without thermal insulation, possibly with a form of
adhered slope or added-on covering.
• Concerning ancillary structures such as porch roofs,
cornices, parapet walls…
• Roofs made of plywood panels after consulting
with the SOPREMA liquid waterproofing products
department.

ALSAN® 320 SYSTEM

For refurbishment, onto:
• Bituminous membranes, possibly on thermal
insulation.
• Fibre cement flat or corrugated sheets.
• Metal structure.
Caution:
• Cannot be used on insulated substrates.

2

Alsan® 320

1st coat

Alsan® 320

Primer

primaire ACR or Curfer depending on the type of substrate

Product

Consumption

Drying time

Curfer

400g/m

12 - 24hrs

primaire ACR

250g/m

12 - 24hrs

Alsan® 320

2 coats of 1kg/m2

12 - 24hrs

2
2







 Primer CURFER  ALSAN® REINFORCEMENT SCRIM or FLEECE embedded with ALSAN® 320  ALSAN® 320 ( in 2 coats)

colour chart
Alsan® 320 and Curfer

WATERPROOFING

• The main surface and the upstands will be covered
with Alsan® 320.
• 2 coats applied with a roller on the main surface and
to the upstands.
• Consumption: 1kg/m2 per coat.

5

2nd coat

UPSTANDS

• A thin coat of Alsan® 320 must be applied in the
corner. Minimum height is 15cm.
• Installation of an Alsan® Reinforcement
SCRIm or FLEECE.
• The resin must penetrate properly through the scrim
or fleece.
• Consumption: approx. 800g/m2.

4

Curfer

PRIMER

• Applied with a roller in criss-crossed coats over all
the surfaces and upstands. After application, the
surfaces must have a uniform glossy finish.
• Please contact us for the choice of primer.
• Maximum time-lapse to apply the waterproofing:
within 24hrs after drying.
• Curfer on a bituminous or metal substrate.
Consumption: approx. 400g/m2.
Alternative:
• primaire ACR on a concrete or fibre-cement
substrate. Consumption: approx. 250g/m2.

3

3rd coat (optional)

product note
Grey

Slate

Green

OPTIONal finishings

• A coat of Curfer applied onto the final coat of
Alsan® 320 gives a satin finish that facilitates
cleaning and improves resistance to dirt and
chemicals (please contact us).
• Consumption: 400g/m².

Tile

White

Provence

Technical guideline examined by an
independant supervisor.
(Colours are given for reference purposes only. As they have been
reproduced using digital production techniques, slight varitions
with the expected colours may be observed).
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1

SOPREMA SYSTEM for metal roofing
≥ 2% slope compulsory, with no water retention

Pedestrian-accessible roof with tiles
REINFORCED CONCRETE SUBSTRATE
1.5 - 5% SLOPE

B1

characteristics

SOPREMA SYSTEM on inverted roofs

SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

ETANCHEITE

2

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR

1 layer
Thickness
Performance
st

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25
5.5mm
F5I5T4

WATERPROOFING

• A fully adhered system is recommended for cellular
glass, expanded perlite, bitumen-surfaced
mineral wool thermal insulation panels and on
concrete. It is also recommended for inverted roofs
with XPS thermal insulation panels.
• A cap sheet with slate chippings avoids the use of a
geotextile separating sheet SOPRAFILTRE.
• Single layer systems are not recommended under
concrete screed.

3

LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

primer

SOPRALENE®
BILAYER SBSETANCHEITE
SYSTEM

ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

1

CE Marking
Technical Approval








THERMAL INSULATION

• A fully adhered system is recommended on concrete
with inverted roofs.
• The separating and protective geotextile NTS 170
must be installed between thermal insulation
panels and the protection to ensure independant
installation.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Use XPS thermal insulation panels only for
inverted roof.





 Primer  1st waterproofing layer ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25  Corner reinforcement SOPRALENE®  2nd waterproofing coat SOPRALENE
FLAM® 180 AR  2nd layer for upstand SOPRALENE FLAM® S 180-35  Thermal insulation panels  NTS 170 separating sheet  PE Foil
(100µ)  Reinforced mortar with tiles

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• Time saved: addition of silica on the fresh top coat
of Alsan® Flashing® to be used with adhesive
mortar.

• In high frost-risk areas, 3cm thick ballast with the
separating and protective geotextile NTS 170 is
required.
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PROTECTION
• According to Professional Regulations and our Technical Approvals it consists of:
- the separating and protective geotextile NTS 170 + PE Foil (100µ).
- r einforced mortar, at least 4cm thick with construction joints.
- s uitable paving tiles for roofs.

Pedestrian-accessible roof with tiles
REINFORCED CONCRETE SUBSTRATE
1.5 - 5% SLOPE

B1'

characteristics

SOPREMA SYSTEM on inverted roofs

SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

ETANCHEITE

2

1 layer
Total thickness
Performance
st

MONOGUM 3.0 P
5.5mm
F5I5T4

WATERPROOFING

• A fully adhered system is recommended for the
following thermal insulation panels: cellular glass,
expanded perlite, bitumen-surfaced mineral
wool. It is also recommended on inverted roofs with
XPS thermal insulation panels.
• A cap sheet with slate chippings avoids the need for
a geotextile separating sheet SOPRAFILTRE.
• Single layer systems are not recommended under
concrete screed.

3

MONOGUM 4.0 F AR

LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®..

2nd layer

LIQUIDE

primer

ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

1

MONOGUM
BILAYER APPETANCHEITE
SYSTEM

CE Marking








THERMAL INSULATION

• A fully adhered system is recommended on concrete
with inverted roofs.
• The separating and protective geotextile NTS 170
must be installed between thermal insulation
panels and the protection to ensure independant
installation.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Use XPS thermal insulation panels only for
inverted roof.





 Primer  1st waterproofing layer MONOGUM 3.0 P  Corner reinforcement MONOGUM 3.0 P  2nd waterproofing layer MONOGUM 4.0
F AR  2nd layer for upstand MONOGUM 4.0 S  Thermal insulation panel  NTS 170 separating sheet  PE Foil (100µ)  Reinforced
mortar with tiles

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• Time saved: addition of silica on the fresh top coat

of Alsan® Flashing® to be used with adhesive
mortar.

• In high frost-risk areas, 3cm thick ballast with the
separating and protective geotextile NTS 170 is
required.
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PROTECTION
• According to Professional Regulations and our Technical Approvals it consists of:
- the separating and protective geotextile NTS 170 + PE Foil (100µ).
- reinforced

mortar, at least 4cm thick with construction joints.
- s uitable paving tiles for roofs.

Pedestrian-accessible roof with tiles
REINFORCED CONCRETE SUBSTRATE
≥ 1.5% SLope recommended

characteristics
SUBSTRATE
New projects:
• Reinforced concrete, on concrete or other cementbased liquid tapered screeds, timber or plywood.
For refurbishment, onto:
• Bituminous surfaces.
• Stone paving slabs.
• Glass paver systems.
• Asphalt (please contact the SOPREMA liquid
waterproofing products department).
Caution:
• Cannot be used on non perforated steel frame
supporting concrete slab

PRIMER

• primAIRE H80: apply with a roller in criss-crossed
coats over all the surface and upstands.
• Please contact us for the choice of primer.
• Consumption: approx. 250g/m2.
• Maximum time-lapse to apply the waterproofing:
within 24hrs after drying.

2

ALSAN® 400 SYSTEM

3rd coat

Alsan® 400 + silica until saturated

2nd coat

Alsan® 400

1st coat

Alsan® 400

Primer

Primaire H80

Product

Consumption

Drying time

Primaire H80

250g/m

12 - 24hrs

Alsan 400

2 coats of 600-750g/m²

12 - 24hrs

Alsan 400 + sand
until saturated

200g/m² and silica until
saturated

72hrs then sweep off

®

®

2








WATERPROOFING

• The main surface and the upstands will be covered
with Alsan® 400.
• 2 coats applied with a roller on the main surface and
to the upstands.
• Consumption: between 600 and 750g/m2 per coat.
• 3rd coat: Alsan® 400 + silica with adhesive mortar
and tiles.

4

CE Marking

UPSTANDS

• A thin coat of Alsan® 400 must be applied in the
corner. Minimum height is 10cm.
• Installation of an Alsan® Reinforcement SCRIM
or FLEECE.
• The resin or must penetrate properly through the scrim
or fleece.
•C
 onsumption: approx. 500g/m2.

3

SOPREMA SYSTEM for tiled patios

PROTECTION

• Floor tiles fixed with adhesive or concrete/mortar
screed with tiles on a separating sheet.
• As regards the upstands, the ALSAN® 400 system will
be covered with adhesive mortar and tiles.

product note
• Technical guideline examined an
independant supervisor.
• E uropean Technical Approval n°05/0007.

 Primer  Alsan® Reinforcement SCRIm or FleECE embedded with Alsan® 400  ALSAN® 400 ( in 2 coats) with silica on the last
coat  Adhesive mortar with tiles

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
PROTECTION
• According to Professional Regulations and our Technical Approvals:
•A
 dhesive mortar with tiles: silica sand must be sprinkled onto a thin coat of Alsan® 400
until saturated. Product must be left to dry for at least 72hrs after which the excess silica sand
will be swept off. Adhesive mortar with tiles can then be installed.
• Concrete screed with tiles: silica sand must not be used on the main surface (add the separating
and protective geotextile NTS 170 + PE foil (100µ)) under a screed (at least 5cm thick).
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1

B2

Pedestrian-accessible roof with paving slabs
REINFORCED CONCRETE SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

B3
ETANCHEITE

SOPREMA SYSTEM with insulation

SUBSTRATE

primer

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

THERMAL INSULATION

• A fully adhered system is recommended for the
following thermal insulation panels cellular glass,
expanded perlite, bitumen-surfaced mineral
wool. It is also recommended on inverted roofs with
XPS thermal insulation panels.
• For PUR, PIR and EPS (mass density ≥ 25kg/m3), the
separating and protective NTS 170 geotextile must
be installed between thermal insulation panels and
the paving slabs to ensure independant installation.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Use XPS thermal insulation panels only for
inverted roofs.

4

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR

ETANCHEITE

1st layer

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180

Total thickness

6mm

Performance

F5I5T4

VAPOUR BARRIER

•Standard conditions: ELASTOPHENE® 25, a fully torched
membrane (Sd = 500m) or Sopravap® 3 in 1 liquid
solution (Sd = 1000m).
• In other cases : refer to vapour barrier documentation.
• In tropical areas a vapour barrier is not compulsory.

3

2nd layer

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings or if Styrbase stick is used
as a base sheet.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

soprema tips
• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation and
the risk of foul odours.
• With high SOPREMA adjustable support pads,
upstands can be hidden to reduce the height to
10cm without mechanical protection.
• The self-protected cap sheet provides further fire
protection and easy maintenance (self-washing
and non-adhered support pads).
• Sopravap 3 in 1 is an optimal solution
combining three functions: primer, vapour barrier
and insulation adhesive. Do not hesitate to contact
our technical team for advice.















 Primer  Vapour barrier  Vapour barrier corner reinforcement  SOPRACOLLE 300 N  Thermal insulation panel  1st waterproofing layer
SOPRALENE FLAM® 180  Corner reinforcement SOPRALENE®  2nd waterproofing layer SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR  2nd layer for
upstand SOPRALENE®  SOPREMA support pads
Paving slabs

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

fire rating

PROTECTION
• SOPREMA adjustable support pads are available from a height of 40mm to 260mm.
If the height of the support pad is ≥ 15cm, the paving slabs must be designed to support
load-bearing capacities.
•M
 aritime pine paving slabs* DALDECOR (50x50cm) treated against class IV biological deterioration.
Load-bearing capacities ≤ 250kg/m2.
• Ipe timber paving slabs* PRESTIDALLE (50x50cm).
• Massaranduba wood paving slabs* EXODALLE (50x50cm), treated against class IV biological
deterioration.
• R econstituted stone paving slabs SOPRADALLE Quartz: 20x20cm, 20x40cm, 40x60cm,
40x40cm. Available in 6 colours. Load-bearing capacities ≤ 250kg/m2.

* The use of timber tiles is limited to wind pressure of 4091 Pa (funsuited for hurricane areas).

®
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2

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM / SOPRALENE FLAM®
ETANCHEITE BILAYER SBS SYSTEM
LIQUIDE

1

CE Marking
Technical Approval
LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.
ETANCHEITE
• A single layer system is not recommended for ≥ 500m2
roofs covered with paving slabs.

LIQUIDE

characteristics

Pedestrian-accessible roof with paving slabs
REINFORCED CONCRETE SUBSTRATE
0 - 5% SLOPE

B3'
ETANCHEITE

SOPREMA SYSTEM with insulation

SUBSTRATE

primer

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

THERMAL INSULATION

• A fully adhered system is recommended for the
following thermal insulation panels: cellular glass,
expanded perlite, bitumen-surfaced mineral
wool. It is also recommended on inverted roofs with
XPS thermal insulation panels.
• For PUR, PIR and EPS (mass density ≥ 25kg/m3), the
separating and protective geotextile NTS 170 must
be installed between thermal insulation panels and
the paving slabs to ensure independant installation.
• The panels must be laid in a staggered pattern with
tight joints.
• Use XPS thermal insulation panels only for
inverted roof.

4

MONOGUM 4.0 F AR
MONOGUM 3.0 P

Total thickness

7mm

Performance

F5I5T4

VAPOUR BARRIER

• Standard conditions: ELASTOPHENE® 25, a fully torched
membrane (Sd = 500m) or Sopravap® 3 in 1 liquid
solution (Sd = 1000m).
• In other cases: refer to vapour barrier documentation.
• In tropical areas a vapour barrier is not compulsory.

3

1 layer
st

ETANCHEITE

WATERPROOFING

• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings.
• Different coloured slate finishes are available: Grey
Slate, Matisse Brown, Van Gogh Ochre, Cezanne
Sienna, Black Slate, Chagall Grey, Gauguin Red,
Veronese Green.

soprema tips
• A ≥ 2% slope will avoid water stagnation and
the risk of foul odours.
• With high SOPREMA adjustable support pads,
upstands can be hidden to reduce the height to
10cm without mechanical protection.
• The self-protected cap sheet provides further fire
protection and easy maintenance (self-washing
and non adhered support pads).
• Sopravap® 3 in 1 is an optimal solution
combining three functions: primer, vapour barrier
and insulation adhesive. Do not hesitate to contact
our technical team for advice.















 Primer  Vapour barrier  Vapour barrier corner reinforcement  SOPRACOLLE 300 N  Thermal insulation panels  1st waterproofing
layer MONOGUM 3.0 P  Corner reinforcement MONOGUM 3.0 P  2nd waterproofing layer MONOGUM 4.0 F AR  2nd layer for upstandMONOGUM 4.0 F AR  SOPREMA support pads Paving slabs

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
PROTECTION
• SOPREMA adjustable support pads are available from a height of 40mm to 260mm.
If the height of the support pad is ≥ 15cm, paving slabs must be designed to support loadbearing capacities.
•M
 aritime pine paving slabs* DALDECOR (50x50cm), treated against class IV biological deterioration.
Load-bearing capacities ≤ 250kg/m2.
• Ipe wood paving slabs* PRESTIDALLE (50x50cm).
• Massaranduba wood paving slabs* EXODALLE (50x50cm), treated against class IV biological
deterioration.
• R econstituted stone paving slabs SOPRADALLE Quartz: 20x20cm, 20x40cm, 40x60cm,
40x40cm. Available in 6 colours. Load-bearing capacities ≤ 250kg/m2.

* The use of timber tiles is limited to wind pressure of 4091 Pa (unsuited for hurricane areas).
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ETANCHEITE

2nd layer

MONOGUM
BILAYER APP SYSTEM
LIQUIDE

1

CE Marking
LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

• R einforced concrete compliant with standards.
ETANCHEITE
• A single layer system is not recommended for ≥ 500m2
roofs covered with paving slabs.

LIQUIDE

characteristics

Pedestrian-accessible roof
Intermediate floors
and outside waterproofing

B4

≥ 1.5% SLope recommended

SUBSTRATE
For new projects:
• Reinforced concrete, on concrete or other cementbased liquid tapered screeds, timber or plywood.
For refurbishment work, onto:
• Stone paving slabs.
• Glass pavers.
• Paving tiles.
• Asphalt (please contact the SOPREMA liquid
waterproofing product department).
Exclusions:
• Insulated substrate.

1

PRIMER

• primaire H80: apply with a roller in criss-crossed
coats all over the surface and upstands.
• Please contact us for the choice of primer.
• Consumption: approx. 250g/m2.
• Maximum time-lapse to apply the waterproofing:
within 24hrs after drying.

2

UPSTANDS

• A thin coat of Alsan® 500 COLLE must be applied
in the corner. Minimum height is 10cm.
• Installation of an Alsan® Reinforcement scrim.
• The resin must penetrate properly through the scrim.
• Consumption: approx. 500g/m2.

3

SOPREMA SYSTEM for terraces, staircases and
grandstands
ALSAN® 500 SYSTEM

CE Marking
3rd coat recommended
Compulsory for intensive
use
2nd coat
1st coat
Primer

ALSAN® 500 if intensive use + optional coat below
ALSAN® 500 F if coloured finish
ALSAN® 500 + silica sand + ALSAN® 500 F if non-slip finish
ALSAN® 500 + chippings + ALSAN® 500 FT if decorative finish
ALSAN® 500
ALSAN® 500
Primaire H80

Product

Consumption

Primaire H80
Alsan® 500

250g/m

12 - 24hrs

2 coats of 750g/m²

12 - 24hrs

Alsan® 500 F

300g/m²

12 - 24hrs

Alsan 500 FT

300g/m²

72hrs then sweep off

®








WATERPROOFING



• The main surface and the upstands will be covered
with Alsan® 500.
• 2 coats applied with a roller onto the main surface
and to the upstands.
• Consumption: 750g/m² per coat.
3 coats of 600g/m² for heavy traffic.

Drying time

2

 Primer  ALSAN® 500 Colle  ALSAN® reinforcement scrim embedded with ALSAN® 500  ALSAN® 500 (in 3 coats for heavy
traffic)  Finish

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
OPTIONAL FINISHINGS

product note
• Technical Application Document
(Technical Approval) n°5/08-2024.
• European Technical Approval n°05/0111.

• Coloured finish: a coat of Alsan® 500 gives a satin finish that prevents dirt build-up.
•N
 on-slip finish: silica sand must be sprinkled onto a thin extra coat of Alsan® 500 until
saturated. Product must be left to dry for 24hrs after which the excess sand must be swept off.
A coat of Alsan® 500 F must then be applied onto it.
• Decorative chip finish: An extra coat of Alsan® 500 must be applied and Alsan® 500
Decorative chips sprinkled onto the fresh resin. It must then be left to dry after which the
excess chips will be swept away. A final coat of Alsan® 500 FT will then be applied (72hrs
before accessible).
Please contact us for available colours.
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characteristics

Trafficable roof under hot rolled asphalt
reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
2 - 5% SLOPE

C1
ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

characteristics
SUBSTRATE

ANTIROCK® SYSTEM
SINGLE
LAYER SBS SYSTEM
ETANCHEITE

Installation
Specifications*
Bridge/road approvalsETANCHEITE
Total thickness
Roll length
Performance

SOPRALENE FLAM® ANTIROCK® P
LIQUIDE

Layer

LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.
ETANCHEITE
• Surface must be flat and evenly leveled. Care
must be taken to remove laitance, admixtures and
“mirror” effects.
• Shot blastering is recommended on the whole
surface or another appropriate treatment to improve
adherence to the substrate.

SOPREMA SYSTEM without thermal insulation

4mm
190m
I4

*approved by a technical inspector

1

PRIMER

• elastocol® 500: cold-applied elastomeric
bitumen primer to obtain strong adhesion for
torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: GLACIVAP®: cold-applied bitumen
polyurethane-based pore filler to counter rising
through the concrete slab.

• On large-scale projects, waterproofing can also
be mechanically installed using the MACADEN®
automated installation system. MACADEN® (5.1
tonnes in operation) uses 190m long SOPRALENE
FLAM® ANTIROCK® P jumbo rolls.
• This technique permits a faster and more reliable
installation.

3



WATERPROOFING





Protection

• Hot rolled asphalt, minimum 5cm thick (for car
parks).
• Alternative: SOPRALENE FLAM® ANTIROCK® RSI
(semi-independant installation) recommended on
uneven substrates for car parks only. Cannot be
used for ramps.

 Primer ELASTOCOL® 500  SOPRALENE FLAM® ANTIROCK P  Corner reinforcement SOPRALENE FLAM® ANTIROCK® P  Hotrolled asphalt

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TRAFFICABLE SURFACE
Hot rolled asphalt used for roads in accordance with the ANTIROCK® Technical Guideline.

soprema tips
• Upstand variant: ALSAN® FLASHING® will avoid
the use of counter flashing protection on parapets.
This no-flame system is easy to apply and saves
application time.

• Accessible to cars:
- Normal use: 5cm thick.
- Intensive use: 6cm thick.
For areas accessible to cars, fire engines and tow lorries may be exceptionally accepted.
• Accessible to lorries: 7cm thick

• If there is a risk of damaging the upstands,
reinforced mortar or kerb may be used as
protection.
• E xpansion joints are flat in accordance with
the Technical Approval for SOPRAJOINT® with
SOPRAJOINT® TM protection slab. They must be
at the highest point on the roof. For access to very
heavy lorries, approved metal profile expansion
joints will be used instead.
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Waterproofing of intermediate floors
reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE
1.5 - 5% SLOPE

D1

characteristics

SOPREMA SYSTEM without thermal insulation

SUBSTRATE
• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.

WATERPROOFING

• A fully adhered system is recommended for the
following thermal insulation panels: cellular glass,
expanded perlite, bitumen-surfaced mineral
wool. It is also recommended on inverted roofs with
XPS thermal insulation panels.
•An independent system may be designed with
SOPRAVOILE 100 or VELAPHONE® (sound proofing),
underneath the waterproofing system.
• In bilayer waterproofing systems, membranes are
interchangeable unless the cap sheet is protected
by slate chippings or if Styrbase stick is used as
a base sheet membrane.
• Single layer systems are not recommended under screed.

2nd layer

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180

1st layer
Total thickness
Performance

ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25
5.5mm
F5I5T4











alternative

Alternatives to no-flame
waterproofing systems
(contact SOPREMA):

BILAYER SBS SYSTEM

 Primer  1st waterproofing layer ELASTOPHENE® FLAM 25  Corner reinforcement SOPRALENE®  2nd waterproofing layer
SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR  2nd layer for upstand SOPRALENE®  NTS 170 separating sheet  PE Foil (100µ)  Screed with tiles

S elf-adhered waterproofing system
COLPHENE® 1500+ COLPHENE®
CERADER + ALSAn® FLASHING®.
ETANCHEITE

soprema tips

LIQUIDE

ALSAN® 410 SOLVENT-FREE under
adhesive mortar or reinforced mortar
screed and tiles (cf. documentation
related to ALSAN® systems).

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
PROTECTION
• According to Professional Regulations and our Technical Approvals it consists of:
- the separating and protective geotextile NTS 170 + PE Foil (100µ).
- reinforced

mortar, at least 4cm thick with construction joints.
- s uitable paving tiles for roofs.

• Increased acoustic properties according to
the technical Guideline: for SOPRALENE®
under tiles with VELAPHONE® CONFORT.
• Possible to use adhesive mortar and tiles
directly on plaster-based boards, according
to technical agreements. Elastophene®
flam / Sopralene flam® or ALSAN® 410
solvent free liquid waterproofing system.
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LIQUIDE

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

LIQUIDE

primer

LIQUIDE

1

ETANCHEITE

BILAYER ELASTOPHENE® FLAM / SOPRALENE FLAM®
CE Marking ETANCHEITE
ETANCHEITE
Technical Approval

Wet rooms under tiles

adhesive mortar or screed with tiles
≥ 1.5% SLope recommended

characteristics

D2
SOPREMA SYSTEM for wet rooms

SUBSTRATE

ALSAN® 410 SYSTEM

For new projects:
• Reinforced concrete or other cement-based tapered
screeds, plaster-based products, timber or plywood.

PRIMER

• primAIrE HES: apply with a roller in criss-crossed
coats over all the surfaces and upstands. 2 coats
on plaster.
• Please contact us for the choice of primer.
• Consumption: approx. 200g/m2.
• Maximum time-lapse to apply the waterproofing:
within 24hrs after drying.

2

UPSTANDS

• A thin coat of Alsan 410 must be applied in the
corner. Minimum height of waterproofing layer is
10cm.
• An Alsan® Reinforcement SCRIM or FLEECE
must be laid after which resin will be applied.
• The resin must penetrate properly through the scrim
or fleece.
• Consumption: approx. 500g/m2.
®

3

WATERPROOFING

• The main surface and the upstands will be covered
with Alsan® 410.
• 2 coats applied with a roller onto the main surface,
3 coats onto the vertical surfaces.
• Consumption: 600g/m2 per horizontal coat, 300g/m2
per vertical coat.
• 3rd coat: Alsan® 410 + silica with adhesive mortar
with tiles.

4

ALSAN® 410 + silica until saturated

2nd layer
1st layer
Primer

ALSAN® 410
ALSAN 410® (solvent free)
Primaire HES (solvent free)

Product

Consumption

Drying time

Primaire HES

200g/m2

12 - 24hrs

2 coats of 600g/m2

12 - 24hrs

3 coats of 300g/m2

12 - 24hrs

200g/m2 and silica sand
until saturated

72hrs then sweep off

ALSAN 410
for main surface
ALSAN® 410
on vertical surfaces
ALSAN® 410
sand until saturated
®








PROTECTION

• Floor tiles fixed with adhesive or concrete/mortar
screed with tiles on a separating sheet.
• For the upstands, ALSAN® 410 system will be covered
with adhesive mortar and tiles.

 Primer  ALSAN® reinforcement SCRIM or fleece embedded with ALSAN® 410  ALSAN® 410 (in 2 coats)  Adhesive mortar with
tiles

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
PROTECTION

PRODUCT NOTE
• Technical Guideline examined by a technical
supervisor.

• According to Professional Regulations and our Technical Approvals:
•A
 dhesive mortar with tiles: silica sand must be sprinkled onto a thin coat of Alsan® 410 until
saturated. Product must be left to dry for at least 72hrs after which the excess silica sand will
be swept off. Adhesive mortar with tiles can then be installed.
• Concrete screed with tiles: silica sand must not be used on the main surface (add the
separating and protective geotextile NTS 170 + PE foil (100µ)) under a screed (at least 5cm
thick).

• E uropean Technical Approval n°05/0113.
• L abelled liquid waterproofing system –
solvent free.
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3 layer
Rd

Below grades
ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

characteristics
FOUNDATION WALL

1

SOPREMA SYSTEM for buried walls
SOPRALENE® MEMBRANE – below grades
SINGLE LAYER SBS SYSTEM
ETANCHEITE

CE Marking
Technical Approval
Protection

LIQUIDE

• Reinforced concrete compliant with standards.
• Brick wall compliant with standards.
• Surface must be flat (slightly rough, with no
formwork oil or laitance).

D3

1 layer
st

ProtecDrain
SopralEne Flam® Jardin

primer

• Aquadere®: cold-applied, solvent-free elastomeric
bitumen primer for torch-on membranes.
• Alternative: SOPRADERE®.

WATERPROOFING


 


 Primer  SOPRALENE FLAM® JARDIN  PROTECDRAIN  Finishing metal strip mechanically fastened  Backfill

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
PROTECTION

soprema tips
• This system is only intended to protect against
runoff water. This technology does not apply to
tanking systems (please contact us).

• According to Professional Regulations and our Technical Approvals it consists of :
• For heights ≤ 7 metres:
PROTECDRAIN (HDPE sheet) or PROTECDRAIN FILTRe (HDPE sheet covered with a geotextile on
one side) or any suitable prefabricated sheets.
• For heights > 7 metres:
Protection + polystyrene insulation panels (on the waterproofing side).
The main function of these components is protection, but also drainage. If the project requires
vertical drainage PROTECDRAIN FILTRe may be used with HDPE sheets on the backfill side.
Backfilling must always be done carefully so as not to damage the waterproofing system.

•S
 OPRALENE FLAM® JARDIN is an anti-root
FLL-approved membrane (4 years in-situ rootpenetration test) according to the EN 13948
standard.
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• The waterproofing must be mechanically fastened
every 3 metres (vertically).
• SOPRALENE FLAM® JARDIN must be applied
15cm above ground level and must be protected
on top with Alsan® Flashing® Jardin, a
counter metal flashing or a PVC profile.

Refurbishment work
reinforced concrete SUBSTRATE

D4
ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

characteristics
Information below refers to our standards: renovation of roof-terraces.

DIAGNOSIS

ETANCHEITE

ETANCHEITE

2

3

SUBSTRATE

Insulation

Waterproofing

VERIFICATIONS

ACTIONS

Parapet walls, reglets

Repairs

Existing waterproofing performances if the purpose of the roof
is liable to change: non-accessible/accessible

Study by a specialised engineering office

Planimetry, slope, flash

Inspection by a waterproofing expert

VERIFICATIONS

ACTIONS

Vapour barrier: adhered, independant

Inspection

Nature, thickness

Take sample

Humidity, deterioration, deformation

Replacement of the insulation including a new vapour barrier

Sprayed in-situ polyurethane foam

Removal compulsory

Inverted insulation

Remove with or without re-use

Condensation or change of use
Specific study of the site

Specific study: laying of a new
vapour barrier, laying of new insulation

VERIFICATIONS

ACTIONS

Existing type of waterproofing

Oxidised bitumen, APP, SBS, synthetic, ...

Type of ballast

Ballast must be rmoved before installing new waterproofing

Ballast (gravel) on old waterproofing
Stripping of gravel

Waterproofing or vapour barrier or insulation.
Putting back an existing independent membrane.

Re-use of existing gravel possible
if not mixed with sand or vegetation
If total removal of gravel is impossible
because adhered to old waterproofing,
install new thermal insulation panels
Putting back an independent membrane and
a protection (ballast)
or
a mechanically fastened membrane
or
removal of existing and installation of a new
self-protected waterproofing system (new projects)

Second renovation of existing system

Removal compulsory

Pasty coating, volcanic cement

Stripping
or
installation of a reinforced vapour barrier on top of the
existing waterproofing: such as SOPRALAST® 50 TV ALU
laid upside down
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LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

The work should only be undertaken after closely checking the existing waterproofing, which involves two types of
investigation:
• Theoretical investigation: knowledge of what exists from files, drawings of the installation and description of the site.
• Practical investigation, inspection of the existing waterproofing:

Refurbishment work
REINFORCED CONCRETE SUBSTRATE
(please contact us)

D4

ETANCHEITE

Removal of
former system

LIQUIDE

4

In this case, building up the waterproofing system from the substrate entails the application of techniques used for new
projects: Technical Approvals, Technical Guidelines and Professional Regulations.
Removal is compulsory after 2 refurbishments.
ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

Retention of
former system +
ADDITION of new
insulation PANELS

LIQUIDE

5

ETANCHEITE

New thermal insulation panels must be installed in accordance with the Technical Approvals and Professional Regulations
requirements. When an existing system with a self-protected cap sheet membrane is to be replaced by an identical
system, its adherence must be checked.
Waterproofing membranes installed over new insulation panels must comply with the Technical Approvals and Technical
Guidelines for new work. In standard conditions, the old waterproofing becomes a vapour barrier if there is not too much
preparatory work.
Changes in the hygrometry of the building will require the installation of a new, appropriate vapour barrier (aluminium
barrier for high humidity premises for instance).

Retention of
former system
+ laying of new
waterproofing
over the old one

The former waterproofing system serves as the substrate for the new waterproofing system.

EXISTING

NEW SYSTEM
Preparatory work

Clean, repair blisters, folds, cracks

If SBS bitumen

Cold applied bitumen primer and SOPRALENE FLAM® 180 AR.
After analysis of the substrate, bridging of defective joints with
Elastophene® Flam or SOPRALENE FLAM® 180*

If APP bitumen

Cold applied primer and Monogum 4.0 AR
After analysis of the substrates, bridging of defective joints with
Monogum 3VV or Monogum 3T/F

Preparatory work

Clean, repair blisters, folds, cracks

Separating sheet

sopravoile 100 (fire resistant separating sheet) or NTS 170
(separating and protective geotextile) on bituminous surfaces and
on asphalt

(without new insulation)

Waterproofing
bituminous
surfacing

Waterproofing
membrane
+
ballast
(Limited to a 5% slope)

VAPOBAC on pasty coating or volcanic cement
Bilayer
waterproofing
system
+ ballast

If SBS

SOPRALENE FLAM® 180-25 + SOPRALENE FLAM® 180

If APP

Monogum 3 VV + Monogum 4 T/F

* refurbishment over former membrane: cold primer + SOPRALENE Flam® 180-40 AR SI membrane (semi-continuous,
thermoreactivable) recommended for humid substrates.

Upstands
If removed, Technical Guidelines for new projects must be applied.
If it is not removed, the condition and proper adhesion of existing installation must be checked and removed if unsuited.
The new upstand must comply with SOPREMA's Technical Approvals, Technical Guidelines and the professional regulations.
The Alsan® Flashing® bituminous-PU resin is particularly recommended for upstands in refurbishment work in order
to avoid fire risk on SBS or APP insulated waterproofing systems.
Rainwater outlets must be removed and replaced.
If a no-flame sytem is required, please contact SOPREMA.
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APPENDIX TO SYSTEM DATA SHEETS
PICTOGRAM LEGEND
Non-accessible roof.

Green roof.

ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

Installation through blowtorching.

Pedestrian-accessible roof.

Roof with reinforced concrete.

Roof with tiles.

ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE

Mechanically fastened.

Paving slabs.

ETANCHEITE

ETANCHEITE
LIQUIDE
LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

ETANCHEITE

Steel deck.

Trafficable roof (vehicules).

ETANCHEITE

ETANCHEITE

LIQUIDE

LIQUIDE

Hot applied installation membrane (hot mopped).

Below grades.

Left to right:
Roller, paint brush, scissors, airless spray gun,
solvent-free cleaning.
Left to right:
Roller, small roller, paint brush, scraper,
scissors, solvent.
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Literature

Literature

Always by your side : SOPREMA

μεμβράνες

sustainability

waterproofing

worldwide references

Always by your side : SOPREMA

SOPREMA
2

The SOPREMA group offers a large range of highquality products which provide innovative and practical
solutions to specific needs in your projetcs (personal
or civil engineering, construction): amongst these,
ELASTOPHENE® and SOPRALENE®, which are just
two of several types of bituminous waterproofing
membranes, but also ALSAN® for liquid waterproofing,
UniverCell® for insulation, FLAXLINE® for roof
underlays, photovoltaic technology (by Solardis), PVC
and TPO® ( by FLAG®), ... and more!
Our products are manufactured in 16 production sites
around the world, which makes us never too far away
from your construction site. Do not hesitate to contact
us to see how we can contribute to your project.
In this booklet you will find examples of some of the
our projects.

Always by your side : SOPREMA

μεμβράνες
Membranes

Carrefour (Supermarket), Belgium

Community centre, France

Hard Rock Hotel, USA

Ford Show room, Algeria

3

Always by your side : SOPREMA

Membranes

4

Hospital, Panama

IUT, Turkey

HQ Hasselblad, Sweden

Technological and cultural centre, China

Always by your side : SOPREMA

Membranes Flag®

Football stadium Dynamo, Ukraine

Gardaland, Italia

Tunneling , Greece

Wembley, stadium, UK
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Always by your side : SOPREMA

Liquid solutions
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Terrace, USA (Alsan® RS)

Private-owned villa, Guadeloupe (Alsan® 500)

Roland Garros tennis stadium,
France (Alsan® 500)

Bus terminal,
Jamaica (Alsan® 500)

Always by your side : SOPREMA

Insulation

Wooden house, France (UniverCell®)

Wooden house, France (UniverCell®)

Wooden house, France (UniverCell®)

Petting zoo, France (UniverCell®)
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Always by your side : SOPREMA

Roofing

8

Brick house, France (Stratec II)

Roofer, France (Flaxline®)

Tertiary sector of the economy,
France (Sopravap® kraft)

Chalet, France (Soprastick® Sarking)

Always by your side : SOPREMA

Civil engineering

Bridge on a highway, Greece

Bridge, Guinea (Antirock® P)

Bridge, Portugal (Antirock® P)
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Always by your side : SOPREMA

Photovoltaics
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HQ SOPREMA, France (Soprasolar®)

Sant Eloi,Spain (Soprasolar®)

Sant Eloi, Spain (Soprasolar®)

Orly Airport, France (Soprasolar®)

Always by your side : SOPREMA

Sopranature®

Château Ducal in Caen, France

Hotel, France

Seaside villa, France

Parking lot, Eastern Europe
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Always by your side : SOPREMA

SOPREMA at your service:
If you have any queries or would like to discuss a project,
feel free to call us!
Export department
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